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INTRODUCTION
This book is designed to provide players with information 
about some of the more notable realms, races, people 
and divine beings in the Neothera Saga live action 
roleplay (LARP) system. Whilst not exhaustive, we 
hope that the information provided in this book gives all 
of our participants an overview of the lore the system 
is based upon.

It is not essential to learn the contents of this book inside 
out; however, we would advise becoming familiar with 
its contents and using it as a reference guide to enhance 
your role play and understanding of events that will 
occur during game-play.

Please bear in mind that this book will be updated 
when substantial changes have been made to the game 
world, this will largely be determined by our players, 
as their choices and actions will make a direct impact 
upon the world and its people. With a wealth of history 
to uncover as plot progresses at events, we hope the 
lore-rich world of Neothera can be fully explored by 
our players during events and sometimes via the online 
role-playing forum.

THE FOUR AGES
THE 1st AGE: THE AGE OF THE ELVES
According to ancient legends, the world of Neothera was 
created by seven divine beings that shaped the elements 
around them to form the oceans, forests, mountains, 
rivers and plains. The first age of Neothera saw the 
awakening of the elves, where it is said that this race 
of immortals descended from the superlunary, Ethereal 
Realm to inhabit the lands when the world had reached 
maturity. Although they have little or no recollection of 
their existence prior to arriving in Neothera, the elves 
believe that their kind were created by seven gods to 
watch over the lands as keepers of their creation.

The elves built wondrous cities throughout the world 
and formed eight houses that followed the paths of the 
elements: House Carvellian of water, House Hazalli of 
air, House Sirella of Nature, House Mortanis of ice, 
House Thard’or of fire, House Betrallis of lightning, 
House Koruthas of earth, and House Faradome, that 
commanded the very essence that binds all of the 
elements to Neothera; the powers of the Arcane.

With pure hearts and free from corruption, the 
immortal race of elves would watch over Neothera as 
shepherds, yet while they flourished and their species 
prospered it slowly became apparent that the balance 
of the world was beginning to change, as the land 
itself warned the elven farseers through the medium of 
dreams and visions.

The foretelling of disastrous events rang true, and 
despite their best efforts the elves were unable to 
prevent them from occurring. Cracks in the fabric of 
the physical realm of Neothera were eventually torn 
open, spewing forth waves of malicious demons that 
marched upon the eight, great elven cities. The war 
between the elves and the virulent demons, known 
as the Nightmares, lasted for well over a century and 
would see seven of the eight elven cities fall into ruin.

Faradome stood as the last bastion of hope against the 
Nightmares and in a mighty, three-year struggle the 
valiant elves succeeded in pushing the Nightmares back 
into their realm. All this, however, would not have been 
achievable without the aid of a new ally. The last years of 
the war saw the first recorded appearance of the race of 
piskies, where the forests surrounding Faradome were 
said to have erupted into life, as a seemingly endless 
amount of magical, winged creatures fought alongside 
the elves in their time of strife.

After the first war the remaining elf and piskie survivors 
would make their home in Faradome city, recovering 
their strength to mend the wounds the Nightmares 
had inflicted upon them and their lands. It wasn’t until 
many years later that the first humans appeared in a 
similar fashion to the Nightmares.
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THE 2nd AGE: THE AGE OF MEN AND 
BEASTS
Leaving their dying lands behind to escape the wrath of 
the Nightmares, the early humans blindly crossed the 
dimensional plains by stepping through rifts in their 
world that led to Neothera. It is unclear if the humans 
knowingly tore open these rifts themselves; however, 
the elves state that the human refugees did not appear 
to have any capabilities of harnessing magical powers 
upon arriving in Neothera. Cautiously welcomed by 
the elves, the humans were assisted in forging new lives 
in the realms of Neothera under watchful eyes, and as 
time passed the humans had almost forgotten why their 
ancestors had fled their homeland long, long ago.

The human population grew rapidly, their settlements 
expanded into well-established cities and civilisations 
were forged throughout the mainland. Eventually the 
elves would egress to Faradome city after deciding the 
race of humans posed no immediate threat to Neothera, 
and were capable of survival without further guidance.

Early human exploration within the southwest 
rainforests would lead to the discovery of a new, 
humanoid species. Heeding a call from the god of 
nature, the children of the Na’tohram Gheneris, had 
awakened shortly after the Nightmares had been sent 
back to their realm by the elves and piskies. The half-
human, half-animal beastkin had established their city 
beneath the branches of the gargantuan tree known as 
the ‘Life Giver’, where it is thought that much of the 
natural life on Neothera originated from.

Led by a sagacious council of inviolable beastkin, who 
were blessed with the gift of immortality by Haman’li, 
the god of nature, the Hemadri would welcome the 
humans, but would not leave the rainforests and 
integrate into their societies just yet, despite the 
requests of certain human realms that believed they 
would benefit from the creatures they believed to be 
demigods.

During this age the burgeoning human realms 
prospered, their societies developed identities and 
worship of The Seven became common in almost every 
realm, thanks to the teachings of the elves. Kings and 
queens reigned and died, royal bloodlines were rooted 
into the history of many human realms. The Great 
City of Netherlye in central Neothera grew to become 
the largest kingdom in the known world and was a 
pinnacle of human advancement, both culturally and 
architecturally.

At this time, other cities such as Ahalaza, Arka’Gharad, 
Cinderforge, Jerrod’s Front and Everblade, the Ivory 
City (aptly named after the white granite stone used to 
construct it), also expanded the reach of their realms 
and became prominent players in the governance of the 
lands.

An abundance of wondrous beasts roamed the lands 
and strange humanoid creatures, such as goblins, ogres 
and trolls were discovered in the mountains. Human 
artisans became masters of their crafts and scholars 
developed a great understanding of the world, pushing 
each realm’s advancement further up the evolutionary 
ladder, and it was only a matter of time until the curious 
humans realised the potential of the elemental power 
that The Seven had invested in the lands. Seeking 
knowledge from all corners of the world the humans 
began to harness this energy and master it in its rawest 
form. Mastery over ‘Magik’ was finally achieved by the 
humans.
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THE 3rd AGE: THE DARK ERA OF MEN
During the third age, the elves of Faradome were forced 
into battle against the Arak’Char of the Morrdoun 
Mountains, who sought revenge after a piskie attack 
at Arka’Gharad. The assault followed the unexpected 
death of several elven envoys that travelled to the capital 
city of the Arak’Char to discuss urgent and sensitive 
matters with the Karath’tir clan. Seeking revenge for 
the murder of their cousins, the piskies took matters 
into their own hands by launching a vicious revenge 
attack; this resulted in the Arak’Char marching upon 
Faradome city, intent on avenging their fallen.

Realising they could not breach the magical barrier that 
protects Faradome, the Arak’Char began to burn the 
ancient woods that surround it, in a bid to draw out 
the elves and piskies. This tactic worked, however, the 
Arak’Char were no match for the army of Faradome, 
who broke the back of the enemy forces just enough 
to force them to retreat. The relationship between 
Faradome and the Arak’Char remains hostile to this 
day, and feeling that their hands were forced, the elves 
refuse to initiate further attacks upon the Arak’Char 
and warned the piskies to distance themselves from 
inciting further violence.

It wasn’t long before the new-found power the humans 
acquired led them down a path of inescapable self-
destruction, for this chapter in the history of Neothera 
was almost as bloody and sorrowful as the cataclysmic 
war between the elves and the Nightmares. Tensions 
had begun to grow between the human realms and the 
acquisition of the essence of the elements had paved 
the way for kingdoms to threaten and pressure their 
neighbours for monopoly, ownership of unclaimed 
lands and total governance over their people.

It is not entirely clear how the human realms were 
plunged into all-out-war on such a wide and intense 
scale, but some say that the demonic Nightmares had 
found a way to infiltrate the minds of their leaders, 
causing them to become filled with hatred and contempt. 
Other non-human species, obstinate in their belief that 
the humans were capable of this type of behaviour all 
along, were proven correct; their foretelling of petty 
squabbling and fighting was simply part of the nature of 
humankind. It was for this reason that the non-human 
races left the realms of men to fight one another without 
any intervention, secretly hoping that they would put 
an end to themselves and leave the more enlightened 
species in peace after they fell into extinction.

There was much controversy surrounding the vulperan 
race; a species of half-human, half-demonic creatures 
who broke ties with the Nightmares and chose a path 
of peace rather than destruction. Elven legends state 
that some of the Nightmares had remained in Neothera 
after the war in the first age, adopting human forms and 
integrating with the human refugees when they first 
arrived in the lands.

The Nightmares believed that by breeding with humans 
and producing half-demon-offspring could enable 
them to disseminate their vile corruption like a disease 
across the lands. However, this did not come to pass 
as the vulperans could control their dark impulses and 
eventually exposed their demonic masters, destroying 
them within the walls of the city of Vulpera with the 
help of the elves and piskies of Faradome.

The first bout of conflict caused by the humans was 
struck in the eastern realms, when the kingdom of 
Cinderforge, in the Blazing Hills, declared war upon 
the vulperan people, believing them to be abominations 
that must be eradicated. Fortunately for the vulperans, 
who were still recovering from their struggle with their 
demonic masters, an army from Ahalaza unexpectedly 
stormed and destroyed the city of Cinderforge.

Ahalaza was a vast and majestic city that thrived in the 
depths of the desert of Abral. The Ahalazarian people 
revered the Hemadri as living deities, believing them to 
be the closest entities to The Seven that dwelled in the 
mortal realm. Upon discovering the race of beastkin in 
the Na’tohram Gheneris, the Ahalazarians begged them 
to live amongst them and teach them the wisdom of 
the gods, however they modestly declined, refusing to 
leave the city of Zan’zoula after seeing the destruction 
the Ahalaza army forced upon Cinderforge.
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In their anger the Ahalaza responded by marching upon 
the city of Everblade (now Gallows Rest) and then 
northeast to Stonefold, raining death and carnage upon 
both powerful and influential kingdoms with a belief 
that if they proved their strength, The Seven would 
bestow power just as great as the beastkins’ upon them. 
The Ahalaza finally met their match when the Arak’Char 
descended from the Morrdoun Mountains to crush the 
City of the Sands in the name of Arak’almundae, who 
is said to have influenced his followers into forcing 
the wrath of The Seven upon those who sought power 
through means just as evil as the Nightmares themselves.

Throughout this era of war and destruction there was 
one realm that had the power to end all conflicts, and 
despite the deployment of a small number of regiments 
to assist in the defence against the Ahalaza, the Great 
City of Netherlye showed little interest in defending 
their neighbouring kingdoms.

Having hegemony over the human realms since the 
second age, the Great City of Netherlye, the largest 
and most powerful human kingdom located in central 
Neothera, was easily able to quash any conflicts that 
presented themselves throughout the realms of men, 
as it had always done in the past. However, many 
generations of the royal family in this mighty city, and 
indeed its people, had become completely absorbed and 
reliant on the overwhelming power of ‘Magik’, which 
twisted them into ignorant, egotistical and selfish 
people.

Queen Maib had ordered the construction of three 
towers on Netherlye’s borders. These towers were 
dedicated to the three schools of Magik: The northern 
tower specialised in the education of the offensive arts, 
the western tower focussed on the teaching of healing 
magics, and the eastern tower taught the defensive arts 
of Magik. Queen Maib did not live to see the completion 
of the towers; however, her three sons assumed control 
of each tower and their enormous number of followers, 
under rule of the eldest son, Morgan Hanstez, who was 
also crowned king after his mother’s death.

The sheer amount of resources that were needed to 
construct these towers drained the city of Netherlye to 
desperation, yet king Hanstez believed his power to be 
unsurpassable, and demanded that the already crippled, 
neighbouring realms provided his city with resources 
to replace those that were almost diminished. One 
by one, the surrounding realms turned their backs 
on the Great City, for they had seen this day coming, 
and remembered Netherlye’s lack of compassion when 
Everblade and Stonefold fell to the Ahalaza.

King Hanstez and his two brothers began to squabble, 
and it was not long until civil war erupted in Netherlye, 
with battles for resources almost tearing the city apart. 
After many years the brothers set aside their differences 
and demand assistance of the other realms once 
more, the first to refuse Netherlye’s demands were 
the L’Enarousse of Jerrod’s Front, who subsequently 
prepared for an assault from the three brothers’ united 
forces.

Finally, the day of reckoning arrived and the armies 
of the Great City readied themselves to march to war, 
certain that their assault would sack Jerrod’s Front. 
However, the army would be destroyed along with 
the Great City of Netherlye before they even had a 
chance to leave the city’s walls. The three towers of 
Magik collapsed, crushing everything around them, 
and toppling the largest city in the known world. It is 
said that the shockwaves of the destruction could be felt 
to the far corners of the mainland, and what was born 
from this ruination would change Neothera forever.
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THE 4th AGE: THE AGE OF UNCERTAINTY
In the ruins of the Great City of Netherlye, where each 
of the three towers dedicated to the schools of Magik 
once stood, the ground began to cave-in, and slowly 
but surely a purple light began emanating from the 
centre outwards. As more of the ground gave way the 
light grew and intensified. A purple, watery substance 
spilled from the gaping holes in the ground and came to 
rest a few feet from the surface. The earth continued 
to crumble until the three chasms each spanned over a 
mile in width.

Not long after the appearance of the three craters, 
those who survived the destruction of the Great City 
witnessed beings with pure-white skin and clad from 
head to toe in black robes, crawling out from the sides 
of the giant, purple pools. Those who dared to confront 
these beings were prevented from going anywhere near 
the three craters, and when asked who they were and 
what they were doing they received only one response: 
“We are the Esyan, guardians of the rifts and keepers 
of the peace. We are here to save you from your own 
undoing.”

The inhabitants of Neothera questioned the presence of 
the Esyan and grew ever more curious about the three 
rifts that had torn open the earth where the towers of 
Magik once stood. Attempts to investigate the rifts 
often led to the death of many explorers at the hands 
of the Esyan, so the L’Enarousse were the first to 
decide the self-proclaimed ‘Portal Guardians’ should be 
removed from the area by force, allowing a thorough 
examination of the rifts to be performed.

A year to the day of the destruction of the Great City of 
Netherlye, a small army amassed at Jerrod’s Front and 
marched north to confront the Esyan at the eastern rift, 
however, upon reaching their destination the Esyan were 
engaged in combat against a vile horde of demons that 
had recently breached the rift. Fighting side-by-side, the 
battle would last for several hours, until the Esyan and 
L’Enarousse could slay the demons or force them back 
into the rift. A handful of L’Enarousse soldiers survived, 
and it appeared that the Esyan that were slain in combat 
had been replaced by fresh troops who emerged from 
the rift to take their place. Philippe Marsell, governor 
of the L’Enaroussian people, acknowledged that his 
realm had suffered a great loss but refused to believe 
the Esyan did not have an ulterior motive, therefore he 
ordered troops to man a small keep named as Garador’s 
Watch amidst the ruins of Netherlye to monitor Esyan 
activities.

In the year 2383, approximately two thousand 
creatures known as faeries arrived in Neothera via the 
eastern portal, in the ruins of the Great City. Many 
the species that arrived were badly injured or dying, 
apparently escaping their homeworld, Terminarium 
after an era of war against their vampiric cousins. 
Moments after their arrival, the Esyan turned on the 
faerie refugees, exercising their role as ‘Guardians of 
the Rifts’, slaughtering them and hurling their bodies 
back into the rift from whence they came. Barely five 
hundred faeries survived the carnage, only due to their 
queen’s magic incapacitating the Esyan long enough for 
the survivors to flee and seek refuge with the elves and 
piskies of Faradome.

Word has spread to far corners of Neothera about 
the arrival of the faeries and their dying homeland, 
Terminarium. The elves and piskies of Faradome have 
embraced their new allies and learnt much of their 
plight, however, the human realms fear that whatever 
evil caused the faeries to travel to Neothera has now 
decide to follow them through the rifts and finish what 
they started. With the appearance of the undead wights 
of the frozen north and the green-skinned Urka of the 
southern realms, the world as it was once known has 
begun the change, and the humans speculate that it may 
not be for the better.

The remnants of the armies of Netherlye stood united 
under the banner of the Brotherhood of the Red Wolf, 
and despite the death of their leader, King Morgan 
Hanstez, their numbers continue to grow, some even 
say their ranks are bolstered by the return of the 
demonic Nightmares. A shadow of uncertainty looms 
over Neothera as unrest grows and war looms upon the 
horizon.
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RACES
BEASTKIN
The beastkin were the third humanoid race to appear in 
Neothera, with their species arriving at the start of the 
second age, shortly after the demonic Nightmares were 
defeated by the elves and piskies of Faradome. The first 
beastkin were said to have awoken as human children 
and emerged from the World Tree in the Na’tohram 
Gheneris rainforests. Granted the gift of immortality 
and the ability to shapeshift into animals by the god of 
nature, Haman’li, these six beastkin still reside in the 
city of Zan’zoula today, protecting and governing the 
rainforest realm of the Hemadri.  

As the years passed the World Tree gave life to more 
children of the rainforest until the beastkin could 
reproduce without its aid. The council of the six, 
immortal beastkin taught their kind much of the world 
and of the permanent transformation they would 
undergo that would lead them into adulthood.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Your costume should reflect the aspect you have chosen 
to base your beastkin character upon, and the chosen 
animal should be obvious to others. Masks, prosthetics, 
scales, fur, wings, antennae or makeup can be used to 
ensure your character clearly resembles a half-human, 
half-animal hybrid.

BEASTKIN ASPECTS
A beastkin may take the form of any animal known 
to Neothera (any species native to planet Earth). The 
transformation varies on an individual basis, and where 
one beastkin may have the head of a tiger and a human 
body, another may possess a human head with just 
tiger ears and perhaps a tail. A beastkin will generally 
assume the form of one animal, yet there are legends 
that tell of some beastkin who share qualities of more 
than one creature, and have done so since birth. The 
form a beastkin takes is known as an ‘Aspect’ which can 
be placed into one of the following types:

• Aspect of the Mammal: A warm-blooded 
vertebrate aspect that is often distinguished by the 
possession of hair or fur. Carnivores, cetaceans, 
hooved mammals and insectivores are amongst the 
wide choice available here.

• Aspect of the Bird: A warm-blooded vertebrate 
distinguished by the possession of feathers, wings, a 
beak, and sometimes by being able to fly.

• Aspect of the Reptile: A cold-blooded vertebrate 
aspect that includes snakes, lizards, crocodiles, 
turtles, and tortoises. They are often distinguished 
by having a dry, scaly skin.

• Aspect of the Amphibish: A cold-blooded 
vertebrate aspect that comprises mostly of fish, 
frogs, toads, newts, salamanders, and caecilians. 
The aspect is distinguished by having aquatic gill-
breathing qualities as well as the ability to breathe 
out of water.

• Aspect of the Arachnoid: Mostly terrestrial 
invertebrates, including spiders, scorpions, mites 
and ticks.

• Aspect of the Insect: Arthropod forms, often 
with six legs and generally one or two pairs of wings. 
This aspect includes many familiar forms, such as 
flies, bees, wasps, moths, beetles, grasshoppers, 
and cockroaches.
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THE AKH’HI
All beastkin will transform regardless of whether 
they enter the World Tree, however the effect of a 
transformation that occurs outside of the chambers of 
the World Tree can be catastrophic for the individual in 
question, and especially those around them.

Twisted, mutated and very insane, the Akh’hi are the 
result of children who failed to reach the World Tree 
in time to complete their transformation. The Akh’hi 
vary in appearance, although most of them seem to 
grow over seven feet tall and have aspects of various 
animal species combined into one hideously deformed, 
yet immensely powerful body. An Akh’hi is unable to 
communicate, save to unleash a deafening roar, and will 
rip apart and eat any creature it sees.

The Hemadri are always under threat of attacks from 
Akh’hi that lumber down through the mountains into 
Zan’zoula, and a constant effort is being made to push 
back the abominations. Since the destruction of the 
Great City there have also been numerous incidents of 
beastkin children transforming into Akhi’hi in locations 
outside of the rainforests, the carnage caused by the 
creatures in these places, some of which have not heard 
of the recent beastkin plight, is most often devastating.

Recently the Hemdari have started to send groups of 
adventurers to other locations of the world to find 
materials and Magiks that may provide a cure for the 
horrendous transformation. They are also charged with 
obtaining information about the appearance of the 
three rifts in the ruins of the Great City; an event that 
beastkin are certain is the cause of their new plight.

EVOLUTION
When evolving into their half-animal, half-human 
form, the child, nor anyone else for that matter, will 
know for certain what animal aspect will be taken. 
Beasktin believe that Hamanli has a plan for every one 
of his children and decides what form would best suit 
the individual. There has never been any successful 
attempt at influencing a transformation, and trying to 
do so is generally frowned upon.

Before the destruction of the Great City of Netherlye, 
the three towers dedicated to Magik, and the appearance 
of the three rifts, beastkin offspring were not bound 
to transform within the World Tree and could safely 
undergo their change anywhere they or their family 
deemed fit. Now the only safe place to transform is 
within the sanctuary of the World Tree. However, it 
is not known what has caused this to occur and the 
Hemadri have now turned to the outside world to 
search for answers.

LIFE AND DEATH
The lifespan of a beastkin can vary immensely, although 
most will live beyond one hundred years old. It is also 
not unheard of for some beastkin to live for over two 
hundred years of age. After the transformation, when 
a beastkin becomes attuned to its new form, it will 
begin to develop traits associated with the animal it 
resembles. Heightened agility, enhanced senses and 
toughened hides are but a few changes that a beastkin 
may see occur to their bodies, and it is not uncommon 
for the changes to continue many years into adult life.

Upon dying, those who dwell in the Hemadri city of 
Zan’zoula are buried in the deepest caverns beneath the 
World Tree. This tradition is performed so the corpse 
will be absorbed back into the ground, sustaining the 
World Tree in a fitting tribute for the departed.

Beastkin who live outside of the Hemadri realms will 
be buried under some sort of tree where their body will 
still contribute to the cycle of nature, although some 
prefer to make a pilgrimage back to the World Tree 
before they die to be buried at its roots. Some beastkin 
believe that when they have passed on they will be 
reincarnated in the full form of the animal they once 
shared their aspect with.
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ELVES
There was once a time when elves occupied the realms 
of Neothera in numbers greater than the humans do 
today, their cities were magnificent to behold and their 
societies were free from war, poverty and strife. The 
elves were fluent in the very essence of the elements 
and commanded them with skill, precision and grace.

Legend tells that the elves were the first race of 
humanoid creatures in Neothera and that they were 
sent from the stars to watch over the lands after the 
seven gods and goddesses ascended back to the Ethereal 
Realm upon creating the world. They enjoyed a glorious 
age of nirvana for what seemed like an eternity, until 
one day a great darkness swept over the world without 
warning, and would change it forever. The war against 
the Nightmares in the first age of the world would see 
the elves numbers diminish to a fraction of their original 
population in a matter of years.

Ages had passed since the demon war and the arrival 
of the human refugees from their lost world that was 
believed to have been destroyed by the Nightmares. The 
humans occupied many Neothera and their kingdoms 
thrived and expanded rapidly. Cities had come and gone 
as war was waged for land and resources, and many the 
remaining elves remained in Faradome city, protected 
by an arcane barrier they had raised to prevent the 
outside world from corrupting their haven. Preparing 
themselves for the inevitable return of the Nightmares, 
events in recent years have led them to believe that their 
presence is once again required.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Medium-sized, pointed ears are essential. Elves that 
prefer a certain element may have skin partially, or 
wholly coloured to represent this, for example, fire is 
red, water is blue, and air is white or grey. 

APPEARANCE
Elves are distinguishable from other species by their 
ears, which are long and pointed at the tip. Elves are 
immortal and do not physically age upon reaching 
their prime, although they can be killed by violence 
or wasting away and losing the will to live, perhaps 
through sorrow, pining for the loss of a loved one, or 
from extreme depression or starvation. Elves that show 
clear signs of physical ageing would have undoubtedly 
seen hardships that have caused their appearance to 
alter, like a human who would age naturally.

ELEMENTAL ELVES
Many elves that were born after the demon war show 
different physical traits to their older kin; the elves of 
the elements. Those who were born into one of the 
ancient houses share an affinity with a specific element 
and have skin wholly or partially coloured to match. 
Those with an affinity to water may have blue skin, 
whereas those with a fire affinity would be red, and 
nature would be green, for example. In recent times, 
elemental elves have become a rare sight in the world, 
for many those that survived the demon war dwell in 
Faradome.
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LIFE AND DEATH
The elves have drawn a distinct line between themselves 
and humans, for the intellectual superiority of the elves 
often surpasses humans. Spending many centuries 
assisting the first humans that arrived in Neothera the 
elves know full-well that their race is far more advanced 
in both body and mind. The lives of elves are counted to 
begin at conception rather than birth, and though their 
minds sharpen much earlier in life than other races, 
their bodies grow more slowly.

Elves are considered fully-grown, and have reached 
their prime after a century. They usually marry only 
once in their lives, and their children are often few and 
far-between, if they choose to conceive at all. It is not 
unheard of for elves to choose a member of another 
race as their partner, although purely for love or 
companionship, as it is impossible for elves to conceive 
with anyone not of their own species.

Being immortal, the elves believe they will continue 
to live in Neothera until they are called back to the 
Ethereal Realm by The Seven, or their presence is 
required upon a different plain of existence, in which 
case they will receive a calling, or sign that their time 
in the world is nearing its end.

When an elf dies, the body is burned so the spirit may 
quickly find its way back to the Ethereal Realm. It is 
said that until the flesh has parted from the bones the 
spirit remains trapped inside the shell, unable to return 
to its ancestors. A punishment for unforgivable crimes 
is to preserve the body so the spirit is unable to leave 
its shell and remains trapped in the carcass. This is 
rarely practised, yet Faradome is said to house a crypt 
somewhere deep below the city with many mummified 
corpses, where the souls of the eternally damned are 
imprisoned.

Elves, especially those born after the first age, believe 
that all souls will eventually find their way to the 
Ethereal Realm where they will be reunited with their 
ancestors and loved ones, regardless of the crimes they 
committed in life. It is a period spent in limbo, where 
the soul is trapped within the corpse that is punishment 
for any wrong-doings they have committed in life.
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ESYAN
NOTE: This race is currently not playable but is included in 
this book for reference purposes.

The Esyan are the eternal guardians of the three rifts on 
the borders of the ruins of the Great City of Netherlye. 
They are mysterious beings that are rumoured to be 
neither alive nor dead, and have very little to do with 
other realms unless it involves the protection of the 
three rifts in the ruins of the Great City. It is estimated 
that each rift is guarded by one thousand Esyan.

“…Not long after the appearance of the three rifts, those who 
survived the destruction of the Great City witnessed beings 
with pure-white skin, clad from head to toe in black robes 
and armour, crawling out from the sides of the giant, purple 
pools. Those who dared to confront these beings were prevented 
from going anywhere near the rifts, and when asked who they 
were and what they were doing received only one response: 
“We are the Esyan, guardians of the rifts and keepers of the 
peace. We are here to save you from your own undoing...” 
- (From a past Journeyman Article)

What little research has been carried out on the Esyan 
has only yielded the following: Esyan do not possess a 
sense of humour and tend to take matters very seriously; 
they are not renowned for their conversational skills 
and a ‘social convention’ would normally consist of 
a group of Esyan sat around a campfire in complete 
silence, occasionally nodding at one another when their 
eyes happened to meet over the flames. Esyan speak the 
common-tongue, yet find contact and communication 
with another species very uncomfortable. They are 
socially awkward and generally prefer to keep to 
themselves.

The Esyan excel on the battlefield; they do not fear pain 
or death and show very little emotion when inflicting it 
upon others. The Esyan will only retreat from battle if 
withdrawal is tactical, they will protect their comrades, 
but if an ally was to be killed they would show no 
emotion at the loss. The Esyan find emotion of any form 
very intriguing and are often fascinated by any dramatic 
conveyance of feelings by members of other realms. It is 
not known if the Esyan are capable of feeling emotions 
or even learning them; however, due to their lack of 
integration with other realms there has never been any 
evidence to suggest that this may be beyond them.

It is apparent that the Esyan do not require sustenance, 
and some say that they never age; they will only die 
from grievous injuries much like the elves. When an 
Esyan is killed its body crumbles into dust and a new 
Esyan emerges from one of the three rifts to take its 
place. Newly emerged Esyan are known amongst their 
people as ‘Emergents’ or ‘Orimerge’. Upon emerging 
from a rift a new Esyan appears to speak nothing of its 
past, or even if it knows it had one. It only knows that its 
purpose is to protect the rifts and fight back whatever 
horrors emerge from them or try to enter them. The 
biggest mystery surrounding the Esyan, aside where 
they originally came from, is how the ‘Emergents’ 
come to possess all the basic skills of an adult in their 
prime when they first step into the world through one 
of the portals.

Newly emerged Esyan can speak the common tongue 
perfectly. They can fight as well as anyone else trained 
in the art of hand-to-hand combat, and a new Esyan 
possesses a basic worldly-knowledge that most people 
only gain through years of life experience. The mystery 
behind their appearance and the skills they possess may 
never be solved by any of the other realms of Neothera 
and it is unclear if the Esyan themselves know the 
reason for this. That said, it is assumed they would 
never disclose this sort of information to anyone not of 
their race.
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FAERIES
Those who have gazed upon a faerie tell how their beauty 
is unsurpassable and those touched by their light tell 
how they felt as if they were dancing in ecstasy amongst 
a sea of smiling stars. Faeries are beings of light and 
love and they believe their very existence should revolve 
around caring for, and healing those who require their 
aid. This humanoid species are the most recent to arrive 
in Neothera and their coming has been the talk of every 
realm in the known world.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Hair is usually an unnatural colour, bright yellow, red, 
pink etc. All faeries have elegant patterns on their 
bodies, especially their faces. These markings (likened 
to scarification) are often decorated with gems, paint or 
sometimes tattoos.

APPEARANCE
Faeries are similar in appearance to the elves; however, 
their skin is pale, radiant and flawless. Many believe 
that faeries practice the art of scarification, but in truth, 
a faerie is born with intrinsic patterns in the form of 
tiny raised bumps upon the surface of their skin. The 
formation of the patterns is said to mirror the alignment 
of the stars when a faerie is born in Terminarium, and is 
known to the individual as their ‘star-lines’. These lines 
are often painted or decorated with gems.

Few faerie babies have been born in Neothera; however, 
star-lines present on the infants still resemble the 
constellations of Terminarium. This gives hope to the 
faeries that their world is still safe, for if it had been 
destroyed by the vampyres, an infant would surely be 
born without the marks of Terminarium’s stars.

Faeries grow to the same height as an average human, 
although many are often shorter. Male and female 
faeries are rarely muscular and have the endurance 
and stamina levels of an average human. Most faeries 
have unnatural coloured hair, such as red, blue, pink or 
green, often bordering on fluorescent.
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LIFE AND DEATH
The average faerie life-span is thought to be about 1000 
human years and a faerie will age as a human does, yet 
over a longer period. It is believed that cross-species 
breeding with non-faerie kind is not possible.

Faeries enjoy good food, wine and company, and often 
sing uplifting songs to remind them of their homeland, 
friends and families. It is also rumoured that their 
signing brings good fortune to those who hear their 
music. Faeries are very rarely the aggressor in a situation 
yet if they must fight they can harness the raw power 
of light to aid and boost their combat skills. Faeries 
possess a natural gift for healing and curing the ailments 
of others, they are even capable of healing wounds over 
distances without even touching their patient.

When a faerie dies or is killed in battle their friends 
and family celebrate the life of the deceased by making 
merriment until the sun rises the following day. The 
body is laid upon a decorated, white cloth, known as 
a Spirit Shroud, and loved ones will gather around to 
kiss the cheeks of their dearly departed before dancing, 
singing and reciting joyous tales of the deceased. As the 
sun rises the following day the faeries combine their 
light in a ritual called ‘the welcoming of the sun’, where 
the body is lifted towards the sun via telekinesis and 
then cremated.

For a faerie to be buried, or the body to be restricted 
from meeting the sun would mean the light of that soul is 
lost forever and falls into a state of non-existence. Those 
souls that have the appropriate burial rites performed 
merge back into the light, and every soul that passes in 
this way makes the faeries stronger against the forces of 
darkness.

FAITH AND WORSHIP
Whilst the concept of The Seven is relatively new to 
the faeries of Faradome, the teachings of the elves have 
brought many of them to appreciate, and even start to 
worship these deities. However, in faerie traditions, 
especially whilst they occupied Terminarium, 
the worship of their four kings and queens was 
commonplace.

QUEEN AZHARA LIGHTBORNE
One of the two remaining immortal-monarchs, she 
evacuated the last of the faeries into Neothera to join 
their cousins, the elves, whilst she searched for a way 
to return peace to her world. In 2390 she returned 
to Neothera and now resides in Faradome with the 
Amicita. She states that Astrad Lightborne, son of 
King Venstrim, traded places with her, promising that 
so long as one light remains in Terminarium, hope 
for their world is not lost. The return of Azhara has 
instilled hope in the eyes of the faeries.

KING VENSTRIM (FORMERLY LIGHTBORNE)
Once as pure as the other faerie monarchs, he was 
turned into an undead creature against his will, and 
now leads the black-hearted race of vampyres that have 
begun to plague Neothera. His power is thought to 
equal Azhara’s.

QUEEN OSTRAZA LIGHTBORNE
She was slain in a mighty battle against the vampires in 
Terminarium; however, she single-handedly destroyed 
the demon lords that snuffed out many lights of the 
faerie world, sadly too late to travel to Neothera with 
the rest of her kind.

KING ARANTHIUS LIGHTBORNE
Legend says that he found the secret to preventing 
the taint of the Nightmares turning more faeries 
into vampyres in Terminarium, but he was caught by 
Venstrim, had his memory erased, and was subsequently 
banished to Neothera in the second age. Aranthius, also 
known as ‘Marrow’, has recently arrived in Faradome, 
however he is a shell of what he used to be, his memory 
shattered, seeing him become a bumbling old man. 
Talks are currently occurring amongst the elven elders 
as to how his memory can be fully restored.
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HUMANS
Humans have reigned over Neothera since the second 
age and their species has grown to populate almost 
every region. Humans are the most colourful and 
varied race in Neothera, and where other species seem 
restricted in both behavioural and cultural regimes, the 
human realms have forged massively varied existences 
throughout the lands. As the fourth age of Neothera 
dawns, will the human realms retain their greatness or 
commence a decline into extinction?

ORIGINS
The elves tell of a time after the war with the demons 
when human refugees arrived via rifts that opened in 
numerous locations of the world, leaving behind their 
homelands that had been ravaged by what was thought 
to be the armies of the Nightmares.

The humans that arrived in Neothera were primitive, 
with a very limited vocabulary. They had discovered 
how to craft and make use of basic tools and weapons, 
yet these were no match for the strength of the demons 
who invaded their world. The elves state that the 
humans were not capable of wielding the power of 
‘Magik’ upon their arrival in Neothera, and it is unclear 
if they possessed an ability to do so in their own lands.

The antiquity of early human life beyond the rifts has 
been the subject of speculation and debate throughout 
the ages of their species dominance, many have tried 
to decipher their ancestor’s true origins, yet it seems 
that this chapter of their history has been lost to 
distant memory. It is thought that the elves may hold 
information on human origins beyond the rifts, but this 
wisdom has not been divulged by the elders that reside 
in Faradome, the idea of which is often passed off as 
fiction amongst most human realms.

INTEGRATION WITH NON-HUMAN REALMS
With the passing of the ages, the humans have integrated 
into the societies of the Hemadri and the vulperans. 
No human has ever become a citizen of Faradome, and 
until recently very few humans have even been allowed 
inside the city walls.

Whether the beastkin and half-demons choose to keep 
the humans close by as a reminder of their roots and 
what they once were has never been formally announced 
by either species, some could even go as far to say that 
they keep the humans around them to remember how 
superior their hybrid-species have become. All races in 
Neothera understand that the integration of the humans 
with these species is now fully entwined and non-
human species are generally always welcome in human 
societies.

DEATH AND FAITH
Human ceremony and faith in both life and death varies 
depending on their realm of origin. Most humans believe 
that the ancient teachings of the elves ring true and that 
after death they will pass to the Ethereal Realm to be 
united with their ancestors, however, how this happens 
and the ceremony performed for the departed depends 
on the beliefs and traditions of the realm they belonged 
to in life. Worship of the seven deities is widespread, 
and again, depends on the belief systems their realm 
has established.
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MURKLINGS
NOTE: This race is currently not playable but is included in 
this book for reference purposes.

Goggy Manton is situated at the southern part of the 
Crag-Spine Mountains and is just north of the Na’tohram 
Gheneris. This part of Neothera is steeped in mystery 
and many tales are told of the strange creatures that 
inhabit this part of the world. There is one town in 
Goggy Manton that sits on the east side of a loch, and 
the people here are said to be somewhat different from 
other humans.

Goggy Manton is a land rich with resources and 
fantastical creatures, yet danger lurks here when 
the sun goes down. Rumours of a giant, amphibious 
creature living in the depths of the loch are believed 
to be well-founded, and it is this creature that is said to 
have created the beings known as Murklings.

Murklings are elusive, humanoid creatures with little 
or no hair on their bodies. Their skin is often slimy to 
the touch and is pale-grey, sometimes semi-translucent, 
with their lips and eye-sockets being a deep purple in 
colour. The murklings worship a great, golden serpent 
that lives in the loch, and would protect her with their 
lives should the need arise. These people can tame the 
most ferocious beasts, often riding them into battle 
or keeping them as pets. Despite their unnerving 
appearance, the murklings are a kind people, sometimes 
naïve to the outside world, yet cautious of outsiders, 
only willing to let them into their town if their serpent 
goddess sees no malice in their minds.  

It rains almost every day in Goggy Manton and a strange 
moss grows over every structure in the murklings town. 
The walls often ooze with green slime, which is also 
used as a staple for most meals eaten by the murklings. 
It is thought that the murklings never dare to venture 
too far from their home as warmer climates would dry 
out their skin and kill them.

PISKIES
Elven legend tells of the arrival of the piskies at a time 
when the demonic Nightmares almost destroyed the 
race of elves and plunged Neothera into darkness. It is 
not entirely clear how the piskies came into existence; 
however, their appearance from the Lost Woods behind 
Faradome city has led the elves to assume they were 
born from the ancient, Listerium trees, which are only 
found in this part of the world.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Small pointed ears are essential. A pair of wings (no 
feathers, often leaf-like) usually natural colourings, or 
coloured red for fire, blue for water etc. if specialising 
in an element of Magik. Wings are essential.

ORIGINS OF THE PISKIES
During the war against the Nightmares at the end of the 
first age of Neothera, the few elves that survived one 
hundred years of conflict were cornered in Faradome 
city. When all hope seemed lost, hordes of piskies 
emerged to fight alongside the elves, turning the tide 
against the demons and pushing them back to the centre 
of Neothera, where they were sent back into the rifts 
from whence they came.

The elves of Faradome are unsure as to why the piskies 
appeared to assist them that day. Some say the trees 
came to life, others say the piskies were sent by the gods, 
and some assume the piskies were there all along, but 
shrouded themselves with ‘Magik’ until they wanted to 
be seen.

The piskies themselves have no knowledge of their 
origins except that they came from the trees, and some 
piskies even state that the world itself materialised 
around them. After the war against the demons was 
won, most of the piskies would return to their home 
in the forests behind Faradome, yet many wanted to 
explore Neothera and set off in search of adventure.

METAL: THE DISRUPTIVE FORCE
Despite their inherent ability to wield powerful magic, 
piskies seem somewhat hampered when having large 
amounts of metal placed upon their person. Whilst a 
metal sword or buckler would not hinder them, wearing 
metal armour would weaken a piskie to the extent that 
movement became impossible and they would be unable 
to cast spells or use abilities. It is therefore common 
for piskies to don wooden or leather armour in battle. 
Despite thorough research by the elves of Faradome, it 
is currently unknown as to why metal has this kind of 
effect upon these creatures.
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APPEARANCE
Piskies are recognisable by their small ears that have 
pointed tips, and most notably by their butterfly-like 
wings, which often appear to have a similar texture to 
leaves, being shades of green, orange and brown when 
they are young. If a piskie adopts an affinity with an 
element it is common for their wings to change colour 
to resemble this; for instance, a piskie that develops a 
love for the fire element is likely to notice its wings alter 
to a red hue, or deep blue if they prefer the element 
of water, for example. Those who choose more than 
one element often have multi-coloured wings. Maturity 
can be physically noticed by a piskie’s wings becoming 
darker in colour, gnarled and weathered as they grow 
older.

Piskies are generally shorter than humans and reach 
maturity around fifty years after birth. Piskies live for 
approximately six hundred years and physically mature 
in a similar fashion to humans; however, they remain 
very agile until the day they die. Piskies are physically 
fragile due to their delicate bone fibre, yet as a natural 
countermeasure they possess the ability to fly short 
distances to escape danger. For many piskies, mastering 
this skill takes effort and concentration, two traits that 
young piskies often lack!

MISCHIEF
Piskies have always been fascinated with other species 
(especially humans) watching them from afar, laughing 
and often mocking them whilst out of sight. Piskies 
thrive on playing jokes upon others and their tricks have 
propelled the species into infamy due to the dangerous 
nature of their antics, which have often resulted in the 
unintentional death of their chosen victim. If it weren’t 
for the elves’ ability to utilise mind-control over the 
creatures to keep them in check, it is likely that the 
species would have been hunted to extinction by angry 
humans. Not a day goes by when a piskie does not play a 
prank on someone, and in groups of piskies a hierarchy 
is formed around the cleverest pranksters.

Piskies do not normally set out to kill the target of a 
prank, however, younger piskies often fail to judge the 
outcome of the ‘joke’ they are about to perform, which 
can often result in the death of their target. Older 
piskies can construct extremely clever and complex 
pranks, with a life-time of trickery behind them this is 
certainly to be expected!

DEATH
Nearly all piskies find death a curious phenomenon 
and grieve only for a very short period when a friend 
or family member passes or is killed. It is common 
practise to hang the corpse of the recently deceased in 
a tree to represent a piskies love of flight and closeness 
to nature; some say it is also to allow nature (especially 
carnivorous birds) to reclaim the body. Whilst a piskie 
accepts the loss of a loved one quickly it would continue 
to return to the hanging corpse, drawn by some morbid 
fascination, until only the bones remain.

Piskies are intrigued by decomposition and poke and 
prod the corpse whilst it hangs rotting from a branch, 
often laughing, talking to it and even playing pranks 
on carcass as if their departed friend or family member 
were still alive. When only the bones remain, a piskie 
will often fashion an arm, leg or rib bone into a weapon 
or ornament to remind them of the departed.

Where the soul of a piskie goes after death is dependant 
of the belief system of the realm a piskie belongs to, 
however nearly all wild piskies believe that there is 
nothing after death and that a dead body is recycled 
back into the cycle of nature.
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URKA
The Urka hail from the southern realms of Neothera 
and are said to have fled their home planet, Nethrekka, 
following a terrible war with the demonic creatures. 
Arriving with the last of their kind in a craft that sailed 
through the stars, the vessel crash-landed in the centre 
of the southern realms with only a handful of the 
original population of Nethrekka surviving the journey 
and the demon war on their home planet.

After their arrival at the dawn of the second age, the 
Urka quickly formed an alliance with the feral humans 
in this region of the world, and have since flourished 
alongside them, integrating into a single, united society 
without a single occurrence of serious conflict.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Urka are muscular, green or brown-skinned creatures 
with flat noses, pointed ears and sometimes have tusks 
protruding from their lower-jaw. To play an Urka, we 
ask that orc masks or prosthetics are worn, and that 
makeup is applied to any visible skin to match the colour 
of the mask. You can find suppliers of orc masks on our 
website.

APPEARANCE
Urka are most recognisable by their green, brown or 
tan skin, pointed ear-tips, and large, flat noses. Some 
Urka have also developed tusk-like teeth that protrude 
from the lower jaw, however this is more commonly 
seen in Urka that were born in the settlements outside 
of the capital city of Sora’Harumi. With a tendency to 
also be taller and more muscular than their city dwelling 
cousins, these evolutionary traits are believed to have 
originated from the harsher and more dangerous way 
of life the outer settlements contended with after the 
Urka’s arrival in Neothera.

LIFE AND DEATH
Despite their often-intimidating appearance, Urka 
are known for their positive outlook on life and 
determination to achieve any task they set their minds 
to. They are jovial, honest and stubborn folk who go to 
extreme lengths to uphold the honour of their people, 
rarely admitting defeat both on and off the battlefield.

The average life expectancy of an Urka is between 160 
to 200 years, however, many Urka believe it a great 
honour to be slain in combat, fighting against their 
enemies before dying of old age. Urka elders are treated 
with the utmost respect by those younger than them, 
the life-skills, wisdom and advice they can pass to the 
younger Urka and human generations of the southern 
realms is considered more valuable than any amount of 
material wealth.

Both males and females are considered equals in Urka 
society and the humans of the southern realms also 
respect this tradition. When an Urka child is born, 
both parents take equal responsibility in raising and 
caring for it from birth. The passage to adulthood is 
considered complete when a young Urka slays their first 
Sickletooth, a large and vicious horned-creature that 
is abundant in the southern realms. The celebration 
after the kill lasts for many weeks, and the hide of the 
creature is crafted into the Urka’s first set of leather 
armour.  

When an Urka dies, the body is cremated on the banks 
of the rivers in Sora’Harumi. Urka believe that water in 
the region is sacred due to the remnants of their golden 
craft blessing it. It is believed that by burning the body 
the spirit will be released and can find its way back to 
Osirah and Senetsu, the god of the sun and goddess of 
the moon.
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VULPERAN
The result of treacherous demons breeding with the 
early humans led to the creation of the vulperans. 
Liberated from the will of their demonic masters by 
the elves of Faradome, the vulperan people are devoted 
to assisting the realms of the mainland in thwarting 
any further demonic threats. Vulperans are human in 
appearance, with horns protruding from their forehead 
or temples. They have a high pain threshold and can 
emulate the powers of other demons they encounter.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Vulperans that have spent most of their life in the Crystal 
City, or the region of Vulpera, should have blue skin. 
This may be in blotches, or cover the whole body, but 
must be visible. Vulperans must have a minimum of two 
horns that protrude from their temples or forehead. Up 
to six horns, in clusters of three either side of your head 
can be worn. Horns are black, ivory, red, dark blue or 
natural browns. Vulperans usually have black, white or 
dark coloured hair.

ORIGINS
Vulperans are a half-human, half-demon species that 
originated from the blue, crystal forests in eastern 
Neothera. Legend tells that five clever, deceitful and 
extremely powerful demons congregated to this part 
of the world after the elves victory over the virulent 
Nightmares at the end of the first age. Assuming human 
forms, five demon lords offered succour, befriended, 
bred and eventually ruled over the human refugees who 
arrived in what is now the city of Vulpera. Such was 
their power that even the elves and piskies of Faradome 
were not able to detect the presence of the demons right 
under their noses.

After many thousands of years, the five demonic masters 
grew greedy and careless with their power. They began 
treating the vulperans like slaves, and waged wars of 
dominance upon many realms of the neighbouring 
realms. Eventually the five masters were exposed by 
the elven elders of Faradome and the vulperans turned 
on them, assisting the forces of the Amicita in beating 
back their masters into the realm of Nightmares.

This couldn’t have come at a more appropriate time 
because it was later discovered that the masters were 
shortly about to tear open a rift to allow the armies of the 
Nightmares back into Neothera. From that day forward 
the vulperans vowed to use their inherited, demonic-
powers to ensure the safety of Neothera from any future 
threats presented by the demons will ill intent.

APPEARANCE
Vulperans would almost appear human if it weren’t for 
the horns that grow from their temples. These horns 
are commonly black, ivory or shades of blue, brown, 
red or purple, and grow in clusters of three, or just 
singularly either side of their heads.

Vulperan horns are not visible at birth, instead they 
begin to show when the baby enters the teething stage, 
and continue to grow well into their teens. The size of 
a vulperans horns have nothing to do with dominance 
amongst their people, the colour and length shows if 
the individual’s inherited genetics are more demonic 
than human. Those with darker and longer horns are 
said to possess more demonic blood, whereas shorter 
and lighter-coloured horns mean there is more human 
blood.

Since the liberation of the vulperans from their demonic 
masters, this measure has little influence on how an 
individual is treated, yet there are those who quietly 
consider demonic blood more powerful and superior to 
that of humans. If a vulperan has lineage in the crystal 
city of Vulpera, their skin is usually tinted blue, which 
alchemists have discovered stems from the taint of 
the crystal forests that surround the capital city. It is 
believed that demonic blood reacts with the crystals in 
such a way that it causes the skin change colour, a sure-
fire way to spot a demon that has spent any amount of 
time in this area.
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LIFE AND DEATH
Vulperans live longer than humans due to the demonic 
blood that courses through their veins, they rarely fall 
ill and recover extremely quickly if they do happen to 
become sick. Vulperans only require a few hours of 
sleep every five to six days, but will become extremely 
unpredictable when fatigued. Instances of violence, 
isolated bouts of insanity and an insatiable appetite for 
foods high in salt are but a few symptoms to watch out 
for.

Having a very high pain threshold is another common 
trait of this species. Where this is a blessing to 
some, it has also led to the death of many young and 
inexperienced vulperans who would continue to fight 
until crippled and bleeding out so much that they pass 
out and die from blood-loss.

Vulperans are renowned for their sarcastic and dark 
sense of humour, they often come across as being selfish 
or ignorant; however deep down they care deeply about 
those they are fond of and are empathetic towards 
other species, especially humans. Vulperan people are 
extremely trustworthy and an abuse of their loyalty will 
often result the guilty party being ostracised, if word 
spreads of this dishonour, vulperan allies of the victim 
will also shun the abuser.

When a vulperan dies (unless they have become 
infected by the plague of undeath) the body disperses 
into a fine, shimmering, black powder. It is common 
for the remains of vulperans from the Crystal City of 
Vulpera to be interred in the Tower of Mizira as their 
final resting place.

 WIGHTS
NOTE: Regarding wights: A living character (infected with the 
plague of undeath) that has consumed an Elixir of Rebirth (or 
was a faerie) may choose to resurrect as an undead wight upon 
their death in-game, in other words, after completing their 
moribund count. The player may choose if this is immediately 
after their character’s death or at some point in the future. You 
should bear in mind that if your character has become infected 
and consumed an Elixir of Rebirth, you do not have to continue 
down the path of a wight, you can simply retire the character 
and choose to resurrect it later, or not at all.

The undead that do not rise as mindless-ones (meaning 
they have consumed an Elixir of Rebirth after becoming 
infected, or were faeries in their former lives) are all 
known as wights.

The undead are spoken of in many legends across 
Neothera, yet until recently very little proof had ever 
been found of their existence. These legends struck 
fear into the hearts of the living since the end of the 
second age because various tales of the dead rising from 
the grave have been imbedded in the stories of many 
different cultures.

Wights, and even the mindless dead in some respects, 
are like the living in that they still require sustenance 
to survive. Whilst they do not need to eat or drink as 
frequently as the living they must still have some sort 
of nourishment at least once a week, sometimes more 
frequently if they become exhausted through battle 
or other means. If a wight fails to eat or drink for a 
long period the decomposition process begins again, 
meaning that a wight may literally rot and fall apart 
after a very long period without sustenance. As long the 
brain remains intact, however, a wight will continue to 
function, even if the rest of the flesh and muscles has 
rotted from their bodies.

Wights still feel pain as the living do but their pain 
threshold is extremely high, more so than the vulperans, 
who are famed for their ability to continue fighting 
without succumbing to the agony of the most vicious 
wounds. Despite often suffering drastic memory loss 
upon rising as a member of the undead, wights retain 
their emotions in death and still experience feelings of 
anger, love, happiness, and sorrow for example, and 
their strength of mind sees them able to control these 
feelings extremely well.

Wights do not require sleep; a magically-induced sleep 
will be the closest they ever come to getting some real 
shuteye and being fully unaware of their surroundings. 
It is not uncommon for wights to feign sleep, often as 
an activity to pass the time, or possibly to fool the living 
into thinking the wight has met a true death.
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WIGHT - DARK ELF
The infected elves that reanimated as wights during the 
second age left the mainland and travelled to the frozen, 
northern realms, knowing that they could never return to 
Faradome city, being unable to pass through the barrier that 
protects it. The dark elves, as they became known, built 
the city of Nordaan, in Karthsworn, and vowed to assist 
the vampyre council of Nald to protect their fellow wights 
from persecution by those who see them as abominations, 
and to secretly defend the mainland from the mindless 
dead and those with equally sinister motives.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Extremely pale or white skin, sometimes with patches of 
decay. A pair of prosthetic, pointed elf ears is vital.

WIGHT - LICH
Humans are the most commonly infected inhabitants 
of Neothera, and the sheer number of lich in the frozen 
north and mindless corpses now wandering the mainland 
is testament to this. The very existence of the undead has 
caused the living much despair; a reanimated corpse leads 
to questioning the afterlife, gods and goddesses, and the 
Ethereal Realm itself. Humans believe that the soul of a 
being who has become a lich is chained to the decrepit 
body, preventing it from reaching the afterlife, and their 
relentless power is steeped in maleficent, dark Magik.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Extremely pale or white skin, usually with patches of 
decay.

WIGHT - VAMPYRE
Several demon lords once appeared in the faerie realm of 
Terminarium, a place that had never known anything but 
peace and prosperity. The demons quietly began to tempt 
weak-willed faeries with fascinating powers, the likes of 
which they had never seen before. As time passed, these 
faeries became tainted by the dark allure of this power 
and eventually their inner light faded until it became pure 
darkness. In this way, the race of vampyres was born.

Filled with pain and sorrow for the loss of their light, most 
of the vampyres gave in to the demons that nurtured their 
new-found darkness, and came to hate everything that 
they once were. An age of war fell upon Terminarium 
and eventually the vampyres forced the remaining faeries 
to flee their homeland. However, not all vampyres are 
filled with hate, and there are some who have decided 
to embrace the curse of undeath to fight back against the 
darkness and corruption. These vampyres now reside in 
the frozen north.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Extremely pale or white skin, sometimes with patches of 
decay. A pair of pointed tooth-caps on the upper canine 
teeth is vital.
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WIGHT - LAHAMIA
It is said that demons are immune to the infection that 
reanimates the corpses of living creatures, and a vulperan 
that reanimates after death retains certain demonic 
characteristics it had in life. Only the human part of 
a vulperan dies and reanimates, being responsible for 
creating the creature known as a lahamia. Those who 
have confronted a lahamia tell how the creature’s icy-cold 
gaze drove them to flee in terror as twisted and macabre 
thoughts filled their minds. Anyone brave enough to fight 
through the fear became paralyzed when the lahamia came 
close enough to touch them.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Extremely pale skin (pale blue if you were originally 
from Vulpera: The Crystal City), sometimes with 
patches of decay. Horns are vital and should be black, 
ivory, red, dark blue or natural browns.

WIGHT - SHADOW FEY
A shadow fey is the result of an infected piskie reanimating 
as a wight after its death. Morbidly beautiful to behold and 
extremely dangerous, the shadow fey are infamous for 
their love of violence and for inflicting terrible and often 
excruciatingly painful curses upon their foes. In undeath, 
a piskie’s physical weakness is overcome by becoming 
tougher, and being cured of their weakness to metal. 
Unfortunately, their mischievous and light-hearted nature 
also dies along with the spark of life.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Extremely pale or white skin, sometimes with patches of 
decay. Wings are vital and must be dark or pale in colour. 
Small pointed-ear tips are also vital. 

WIGHT - REVENANT
Revenants are the reanimated corpses of beastkin and are 
the only undead race that can mutate after resurrection. 
Drawing upon a substantial pool of abilities, revenants can 
physically manipulate their bodies to perform amazing 
feats, but once a mutation has occurred it cannot be 
undone, only advanced. Scorned by the Hemadri, who see 
the undead as abominations of nature, the revenants have 
secured a place in the factions of the Nald and Karthsworn 
and rally to their cause as dangerous opponents to any foe 
that would oppose them.

COSTUME REQUIREMENTS
Costume to be based on the beastkin’s original aspect. As 
a member of the undead, decaying skin and other classic 
zombie-themed appearances are applicable. Revenants 
mutate throughout their undead existence, so you may 
decide to incorporate other features into your costume 
as time passes, such as horns or different skin tones. 
Mutations such as bulging muscles or hideous, mutated 
disfigurements are also an option.
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REALMS OF NEOTHERA
THE OTHER REALMS
AHALAZA
NOTE: This realm is currently not playable but is included in 
this book for reference purposes.

Ahalaza, or the ‘City of the Sands’ as it was known by its 
people, was a vast and majestic city constructed in the 
depths of the desert of Abral. The Ahalazarian people 
revered the Hemadri as living gods and goddesses, 
being the closest entities to The Seven that dwelled 
in the mortal realm. They pleaded with the Hemadri 
to live amongst them and teach them the wisdom of 
the gods; however, they modestly declined, refusing 
to leave their sacred city of Zan’zoula. In their anger, 
the Ahalaza responded by waging war upon the other 
nations of Neothera, believing that if they proved their 
strength the gods would be forced to bestow power just 
as great as the Hemadri’s upon them.

During the third age; when the human realms waged 
war for dominance over land and power, the armies 
of Ahalaza were responsible for the destruction of 
three cities: Everblade, in the north (now rebuilt as 
Gallows Rest), Stonefold, northwest of the ruins of the 
Great City and Cinderforge in the Blazing Hills. After 
destroying these cities and slaughtering many thousands 
of people, the Ahalaza finally met their match when the 
Arak’Char descended from the Morrdoun Mountains 
to crush their city in the name of Arak’almundae.

Legend tells that Arak’almundae became so enraged 
at the Ahalazarian’s lack of respect for him and the 
other gods and goddess, assuming they would be gifted 
power by simply destroying everything in their name, 
he appeared to many of the Arak’Char in dreams and 
visions and willed them to destroy the city of Ahalaza 
and its people. As the years passed, those who survived 
the Arak’Char attacks realised that their forefather’s 
bloodthirsty pursuit of power had been a terrible 
mistake, and that to understand and feel the true power 
of the gods they must first battle and defeat their own 
demons rather than become the demons of others.

THE DESCENDANTS OF AHALAZA
The descendants of the city of Ahalaza remain in 
Abral to this day, living amongst the ruins or in caves 
or small settlements throughout the region. The few 
Ahalazarians that remain in Abral still bear the shame 
of their ancestors, and whilst they know that what their 
ancestors did was unforgivable, they hold hope that 
their people will one day be able to redeem themselves 
by assisting the realms of Neothera in some shape or 
form.

Ahalazarians prefer to wear light leather armour due to 
the heat in the region, only covering vital or weak parts 
of their bodies. They may occasionally wear chainmail 
or plate; however this type of armour would only be 
worn if an individual has acquired it from outside of 
Abral. The Ahalaza prefer to dual wield short-swords or 
sabres, they may sometimes wield katanas. Ahalazarian 
children are taught how to use a bow as soon as they are 
old enough to pick one up.

SAREEM: ‘THE PIT’
Sareem is a massive crater in the desert sands, 
surrounded by cactus and palm trees, at the centre of 
the crater is a large body of water that is connected 
to a series of underground caverns that sustains the 
settlements which surround it. Hundreds of tents and 
shanties make up the bulk of the settlements, with a 
number of small sandstone structures interspersed 
between. Sareem is not a scratch on the former city of 
Ahalaza, however, the people of Sareem have decided 
to remain here in these conditions through their own 
choice, believing that their ancestors past mistakes 
should be accounted for. The Ahalazar currently await 
a sign from The Seven that their people should attempt 
to reach out and assist the realms of Neothera to rectify 
their ancestor’s mistakes.
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BROTHERHOOD OF THE RED WOLF
NOTE: This realm is currently not playable but is included in 
this book for reference purposes.

The Brotherhood of the Red Wolf, or the ‘Brotherhood’ 
as they are often called, are the most feared of the mortal 
deviants in Neothera. The Brotherhood is comprised of 
some of the worst criminals in the world; murderers, 
thieves, rapists, and any black-hearted creatures are 
welcome amongst their ranks.

Until recently, the Brotherhood was led by Morgan 
Hanstez, the former king of the Great City of Netherlye, 
and ruler of the northern tower that focused on offensive 
Magik. After surviving the destruction of the Great 
City, Morgan fled to the wilderness with the remnants 
of his army and set up a stronghold in the elven ruins of 
Thard’or, far away from anyone who would seek to hunt 
them down for their crimes against the other realms of 
Neothera.

Morgan had become a callous and twisted man after 
the destruction of the three towers and ruled over 
his men with an iron rod. Those who tried to leave 
the Brotherhood were tracked down, captured and 
tortured until they died a horrible death, as a warning 
to those who thought about doing the same. Over time 
the original army grew in size as other survivors of 
Morgan’s army, and any exiled criminals came to join 
the Brotherhood. Eventually the army expanded to the 
point that the Redveil Mountains were off-limits to 
those not on official business of the realms due to the 
danger that was posed by Morgan and his army.

Recently, Morgan was slain after a failed attempt to take 
back the Caddignton Estate from the L’Enarousse. One 
of his commanders known as Nerrin, has since taken 
up the role of leader of Morgan’s forces, and now there 
are rumours circulating that, Nerrin is in league with 
the Nightmares. The Brotherhood of the Red Wolf are 
a force to be reckoned with, if left unopposed they will 
pour upon the lands of Neothera and raze each realm to 
the ground.
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AMICITA
The Amicita is an alliance formed and based in the capital 
city of Faradome in eastern Neothera and consists of 
three non-human races: The elves, piskies, and faeries. 
The three races of the Amicita did not formally plan 
their allegiance; in fact, it seemed that fate brought 
these people together after a series of momentous and 
unexpected events.

The piskies joined the Amicita towards the end of the 
first age; it is through their assistance in defeating the 
Nightmares that this race sealed their alliance with the 
elves. Why the piskies appeared during this time of 
strife has never truly been discovered, and it seems that 
the elves have some ability to command their actions 
to an extent. This is said to be another reason why 
the piskies stay loyal to the Amicita, for fear of being 
commandeered into exile or even danger.

The faeries arrived from their dying homeland, 
Terminarium, in the year 2383 and were told by their 
queen to travel east until they reached Faradome city. 
How their queen knew the Amicita would be accepting 
of her kind, or even how she knew of Faradome remains 
a mystery. Being able to pass unharmed through the 
arcane protection-barrier that surrounds Faradome 
meant that the Amicita were instantly ready to accept 
the faeries into their city, and they soon integrated well 
into their society.

THE FARADOME BARRIER
Those who are lucky enough to have seen the outside of 
Faradome for themselves all tell of a translucent purple 
dome that covers the city, this dome is more visible on 
clear, sunny days and shimmers as the sunlight falls onto 
it. The dome that covers the city prevents those with ill-
intent from passing through it, halting them as if they had 
walked into a wall of impenetrable glass. The shield itself 
was woven by the ancient elves after the conflict with 
the Nightmares during the demon wars and is said to be 
powered by an arcane relic.

FARADOME CITY
Faradome is the last great stronghold of the elves that 
has remained standing and occupied since the first age 
of Neothera, it is also the first and oldest city in the 
mainland. Faradome has never been breached from the 
outside and transgression is a rare thing in this majestic 
and ancient city. Elven construction is a thing of both 
wonder and beauty, and none of the other realms have 
ever been able to reproduce such eye-catching buildings 
that stand the test of time.

The city itself was built from the inside outwards, and 
now the boundaries stretch to form a near perfect circle. 
The neatly tiled roofs in Faradome are all painted a rich-
blue, where the pigment for the paint is derived from 
the Ilyami flower, a plant that is native to the beautiful, 
elven Garden of Zanthan. The buildings in Faradome 
are a light-ochre colour and structures of importance 
are covered in intricate designs that are etched into the 
plaster before it dries. The smell of flowers on a warm 
summer’s evening is always present when walking the 
astonishingly clean, cobbled streets of the city.

Faradome contains all the amenities you would expect 
to find in a city of its enormous size, traders, markets, 
libraries, schools of Magik and so on. However, technology 
is as rare here as the use of Magik is in Blightfoot Ridge. 
Competition in trade is frowned upon in Faradome as the 
inhabitants of this city know they must work together to 
ensure their realm’s survival. There are no impoverished 
areas of the city, and those who happen to fall on hard 
times are gifted food, clothing, shelter and supplies by 
the Templars of Seven Halls. Faradome prides itself over 
its sense of community and holds its head high above the 
human realms which once followed their teachings, but 
eventually became greedy and materialistic.

The city is split into four distinct districts, each as diverse 
as the last: The Elven Quarter is largely inhabited by elves 
and contains dwellings dating back to the first age. The 
Piskie Quarter is home to the many piskies that occupy 
Faradome, it is vibrant, loud and the heart of celebration, 
no matter what time of day you visit. The Faerie Quarter 
is relatively small compared to the other three districts 
and houses the five hundred-odd faeries that sought 
shelter in Faradome. This area backs onto the expansive 
Garden of Zanthan. The Trade Quarter is bustling with 
citizens at all hours of the day and boasts a wealth of 

shops, stalls and exotic, often magical goods.
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SEVEN HALLS: THE TEMPLE OF THE SEVEN
Faradome houses the largest temple of worship in 
Neothera and stands as testament to each of the seven 
gods, rather than being dedicated to a particular deity. 
Situated in the centre of the city, the temple was 
originally built as a communal dwelling by the first elves 
to inhabit Neothera, over time it continued to be built 
upon until seven large halls extended from a massive 
domed structure in the centre that is believed to be the 
original dwelling. Each of the seven halls is dedicated 
to one the seven gods and was originally built by elves 
who were devoted to a specific element. It is here that 
members of the Amicita turn for guidance and comfort 
in times of strife, or simply to embrace the power of 
the gods.

The upper levels of the central, domed structure house 
ancient groups of elves, some of whom have lived since 
the dawn of their species. It is also home to the elven 
council, a group of elders, and farseers and who are said 
to be able to extract thoughts, feelings and memories 
from objects and creatures simply by touching them. 
This council is responsible for ensuring the safety of the 
Amicita and have a collective wisdom that is near godly. 
The five leaders of the council are known as Naitya 
the Protector, Idhren the Warrior, Kelvar the Wise, 
Kalben the Lawmaster and Azhara Lightborne, queen 
of the faeries who recently arrived in Neothera to be 
with her people.

FAITH AND WORSHIP
The Amicita, in particular the elves and piskies, 
worship all of the seven gods equally, however, it is 
common for some to favour one deity over the other. 
This is often the case with elves or piskies that were 
born with an affinity to a specific element, for example, 
the elves of fire or piskies of nature that dwell in forests. 
The Amicita also understand and respect the balance of 
light, darkness and the arcane, with arcane believed to 
be the underlying power of The Seven that binds all of 
the elements to Neothera.

ALLIES AND ENEMIES
Shrouding themselves behind their protective, arcane 
barrier in Faradome has seen the Amicita prosper 
almost uninterrupted for countless ages, however, their 
recent appearance in many affairs of the mainland has 
seen the other realms of Neothera question the motives 
of the Amicita. The Amicita keep a watchful eye over 
the vulperan people for fear that their demonic impulses 
will one day get the better of them.

The relations between the Amicita and the Arak’Char 
are currently unstable due to the battle that took place 
outside of Faradome in the third age, however, the 
Amicita wish only for this to be forgotten and bridges 
rebuilt, much to the disgust of the Arak’Char who still 
seek vengeance. The closest thing to a true ally would 
be considered the Hemadri, who follow much of the old 
belief system regarding The Seven, which the elves of 
Faradome were responsible for making popular.

GOVERNANCE
The Amicita are governed by four of the original elves 
that have lived since the first age of the world: Naitya 
the Protector, Idhren the Warrior, Kelvar the Wise and 
Kalben the Lawmaster. The year 2390 saw a fifth ruler 
join the high council, Azhara Lightborne, queen of the 
faeries.
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ARAK’CHAR
Hailing from the volcanic peaks of the Morrdoun 
Mountains in southeast Neothera, the people of the 
Arak’Char are considered to be the hardiest and most 
stubborn fighters in the known world. These people are 
most renowned for the red and black war-paint they apply 
to their faces and bodies and the tough, iron or stone 
armour their blacksmith’s craft in the intense heat and 
lava of the volcanoes in the region. Most realms believe 
that the Arak’Char wear this war-paint to strike fear upon 
their foes, however, the real reason behind this activity is 
a sacred ceremony to appease the unpredictable god of 
fire, Arak’almundae, who is believed by the Arak’Char 
to be the only god who did not ascend to the Ethereal 
Realm, making his home deep beneath Thoolmundae, 
the largest active volcano in Neothera.

The Arak’Char believe that fire is symbolic of ritual 
purification and death. Fire is full of movement, joyful 
expansion, activity and passion, it cleanses and renews. 
Those gifted with the wisdom of the Fire God are able 
to wield his power but must resign themselves to him 
upon hearing his calling if they are not killed in battle 
fighting in his name. The people of the Arak’Char always 
remember that the flames of Arak’almundae are a gift 
and not a birth right.

THOOLMUNDAE AND THE MORRDOUN 
MOUNTAINS
The acrid smog that fills the blood-red skies of southeast 
Neothera hangs heavy over the black, rocky peaks of the 
Morrdoun Mountains. Towards the centre of these jagged 
and arid peaks sits an unnaturally large and particularly 
ominous-looking volcano, known throughout the world 
as Thoolmundae the Fire Bringer. Some say this volcano 
leads to the lair of the Arak’almundae himself, others 
believe it is responsible for spewing the earth itself from 
inside the core of the world. Whatever tales are told of 
this monstrous cone of lava-belching hell-fire, there is 
one in particular that the Arak’Char hold dear.

After the gods had finished creating Neothera they 
ascended back to the Ethereal Realm, yet one of the 
siblings refused to return. Filled with rage at the desertion 
of their creation, Arak’Almundae burrowed beneath the 
surface of the land and made a solitary home in the core 
of the world, certain that one day he would return on 
his own to purge the lands when they inevitably became 
corrupted. 

The remaining six gods and goddesses pursued the 
arrogant and bashful Arak’Almundae and attempted to 
pluck him from the depths of Neothera, however his 
power had grown too great and as they tore the lands 
upwards towards the stars in their struggle, so the 
great volcano, Thoolmundae was born. Today, many 
Neotherans believe that all of the gods did indeed ascend 
to the Ethereal Realm, the elves and the Arak’Char have 
an unshakable belief that Arak’Almundae stills dwells 
beneath the mountains to this very day.

THE UNDERGROUND CITY OF ARKA’GHARAD
The underground city of Arka’Gharad stretches many 
hundreds of miles beneath the immense mountain ranges 
in southeast Neothera. No one is certain how old the 
deepest tunnels actually are, however many of them are 
said to have been created by huge, ancient, rock-eating 
creatures known as the Stone Wyrms that were born 
of Terralapis’ underworld. It has taken the Arak’Char 
many thousands of years to carve away at these tunnels to 
create the gargantuan halls that have housed their people 
since the early humans arrived in this region.

Almost every structure within Arka’Gharad, from 
feasting halls to ceremonial chambers, living dwellings to 
barracks, are made from rock that is known as Megalomite 
to the people of this realm. This mineral can only be 
found in the Morrdoun Mountains and has an immensely 
high melting point; it is also remarkably light and very 
strong, which has made it a favourite material for crafting 
with. Due to the intense heat in this region, it is also seen 
as a blessing from the goddess of earth, Terralapis, that 
shields the Arak’Char from their otherwise scorching 
surroundings, meaning that the underground chambers 
are pleasantly cool when compared to walking the surface 
of the mountains.

GOVERNANCE
Being the toughest and largest group in the Morrdoun 
Mountains, the Karath’tir clan currently hold hegemony 
over the Arak’Char, with their rule being final when it 
comes to any disagreements or matters of diplomacy in 
the mountains. The current Scorched One is head of the 
Karath’tir clan, and his word, the word of the god of fire, is 
law.
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CLANS OF THE ARK’CHAR
An estimated 800,000 Arak’Char live in the Morrdoun 
Mountains, with a large proportion of them residing in 
the halls of Arka’Gharad. Throughout the city and much 
of the south-eastern lands there are many clans that divide 
the Arak’Char into manageable groups. Each clan is led 
by an elder shaman who oversees the welfare of his or her 
people, following a simple set of teachings passed down 
by generations of Arak’Char. Despite the large number 
of clans that occupy different areas of the Morrdoun 
Mountains, there is very little difference in the teachings 
of Arak’Almundae, and each shaman would willingly unite 
his or her clan with the others if the Arak’Char people came 
under threat as a whole. However, deep within the halls of 
Arka’Gharad there is one clan that has supremacy of the 
capital city and is led by an extremely powerful shaman, 
known only as ‘The Scorched One’.

THE KARATH’TIR CLAN AND THE SCORCHED ONE
The Karath’tir is the oldest and largest of the clans and has 
a firm hold over Arka’Gharad, it is said that this was the 
first clan to insight the wrath of Arak’Almundae and cause 
Thoolmundae to violently erupt thousands of years ago. It 
was also the first clan to learn how to appease the volatile 
god with animal and eventually human sacrifice, and the 
ceremonial application of war-paint.

The Karath’tir clan is led by a shaman of immense wisdom 
and power, this being is the hand of Arak’Almundae 
himself and commands the element of fire in the name of 
the fire god. Although this being is said to be semi-divine, 
the chosen one ages as a regular human would and will 
eventually die of old age or on the battlefield. However, 
there must always be a chosen one, a being who can channel 
the will of the fire god and control the flow of flames in the 
mountains.

After the current chosen one has died or been slain another 
will receive the call of Arak’Almundae. The Scorched 
One is said to receive this calling from Thoolmundae 
upon reaching adult age, the calling is usually in the form 
of a vision whilst in slumber and results in physical burns 
upon the body when they wake from sleep. The would-be 
Scorched One must take a pilgrimage to Thoolmundae and 
resign themself to its flames. If they truly are the hand of 
the fire god they will emerge from the belching lava alive 
but with their flesh burnt to the extent that their former 
appearance will never be regained. This process is very 
much painless for the individual due to being gifted with 
the powers of the essence of fire itself.

COMPETITION & CANNIBALISM
Arak’Char society is considered more civilised than what it 
was is in previous ages, however, there are still undercurrents 
of their feral and cannibalistic instincts which are strongly 
embedded in their culture. Cannibalism dates back to the 
early years of the expansions in the Morrdoun Mountains, 
where food was once scarce and rival tribes would eat the 
bodies of their dead simply to survive.

Today the act of cannibalism is one that is associated with 
power rather than survival. It is very common for tribes to 
compete against each other for social dominance and the 
strongest warriors will fight to the death to prove they are 
at the peak of their game. When one of the combatants 
has fallen the body of the defeated is later consumed 
in a ritual by its friends and family, a practise that the 
Arak’Char believe will allow the fallen to have ties within 
the physical realm as well as the spiritual ones for as long as 
the bloodline survives.

If a body is consumed without the traditional ceremonial 
rites being performed it is said that the spirit become lost, 
and will never find its way to the underworld to become 
reunited with its ancestors. Whilst this disregard for 
ceremony does occur in the Morrdoun Mountains it is 
usually by rogue Arak’Char who refuse to unite under a 
common banner of their people, and they consume other 
Arak’Char simply for the thrill of the hunt and the taste of 
flesh.

Upon the battlefield acts of cannibalism are usually saved 
for the foes of the Arak’Char, where it is not uncommon 
for them to rip out an enemy’s beating heart and consume 
it to intimidate and strike fear into their opponents.

FAITH AND WORSHIP
The Arak’Char largely worship Arak’almundae, the fire 
god, and believe that this deity still resides in Neothera, 
beneath the Morrdoun Mountains. The worship of 
Terralapis is commonplace, due to the belief that she 
created the mountains, which were subsequently shaped 
by the fire god. Signis is also worshipped and sometimes 
feared, for the lightning that strikes the peaks of the 
mountains can be vengeful, spectacular to behold, and also 
responsible for allowing Arak’almundae’s flames to be let 
loose upon the ground where Signis’ finger points.

ALLIES AND ENEMIES
The Arak’Char are feared by many of the realms of 
mainland for their sheer numbers and relentlessness in 
battle. It is also very difficult to reason with these people, 
so they are generally given a wide berth by those who are 
unable to relate to them on their level. The Arak’Char have 
no allies on the mainland, for their numbers mean that 
they do not need them. They strongly dislike vulperans 
and the undead, believing that they are the work of the 
Nightmares and should be purged from the lands. Despite 
attempts made by the Amicita to forgive the Arak’Char and 
the piskies for almost causing all-out-war, the Arak’Char 
continue to dislike this realm, and hold a bitter contempt 

for piskies, regardless of which realm they belong to.
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BLACK HAMMER BAY
Black Hammer Bay is an infamous coastal city situated 
on the south coast of Neothera and resides between 
the L’Enaroussian capital city of Jerrod’s Front and the 
Na’tohram Gheneris rainforest. It is said that those who 
have never found their place in society within the realms 
of Neothera have ended up here for the long haul, for 
Black Hammer Bay is the home of the lost and damned.

Whilst many of the folk at Black Hammer Bay are 
perceived as untrustworthy scoundrels, there are those 
who do not share the mercenary attitude of the majority 
and could be called trustworthy or even honourable. In 
fact, the swashbuckling fighting style that was developed 
in Black Hammer Bay is respected by those skilled in 
combat and even studied and used by individuals from 
other realms.

THE CITY OF BLACK HAMMER BAY
The scruffy, wooden shacks and often structurally-
unsound dwelling places in this pirate city generally 
tend to be constructed in less than a day. If you want a 
place to live in Black Hammer Bay, and have some spare 
timber, knock-up a shack, because if you build it and it 
lasts the night, the land it is built upon is yours the next 
morning.

Amidst the wooden and brick buildings are many 
banana and coconut trees, and in these parts you can 
make the best banana or coconut based rum in all the 
land. In fact, the strongest rum and best ingredients 
are often used as currency by most of the citizens, and 
the annual ‘Rumstival’ celebrates the most refined and 
strongest beverages in the city. It is also a time when 
much of the city is demolished by revellers who are 
‘more drunk than usual’, which means the following 
months are spent rebuilding what has been destroyed.

This shanty city bears a stark resemblance to what 
Jerrod’s Front could have turned into if military forces 
and strong governance were not established in the 
neighbouring city. Whilst the majority of its people are 
mercenaries, pirates, conmen, drunkards, thieves and 
vagabonds, the inhabitants of this city still abide by a 
few simple rules laid down by Captain Black Hammer, 
or the ‘Pirate King’, as he is more commonly known.

BLACK HAMMER PORT
Black Hammer port is a constant hubbub of activity, 
filled with merchants and taverns, the most notable and 
largest of which is the ‘Lusty Wench’, owned by Captain 
Black Hammer himself. The port has numerous long, 
wooden jetties that allow the mooring of  sloops and 
smaller vessels. The most common ships seen on the 
docks are generally Caravels, Junks, Sloops, Schooners 
and Shebecs. Captain Black Hammer’s Galion is also 
moored here when he and his crew are not sailing the 
seas of Neothera, although he has a private pier that is 
always guarded and maintained by a number of crew 
who are considered unsuitable for taking to sea.

Old Stunty, a large, wooden tower constructed to 
allow plank-walking to take place upon the land sits to 
the west of the port. Sometimes residents of the bay use 
it as a diving board when the tide is in, although this is 
frowned upon by most as an abuse of Black Hammer 
tradition. There are various notice boards dotted around 
the port, most of which detail quests and errands that 
can be attempted by those looking to earn some riches. 
This is also an ideal place to come if you are looking to 
hire mercenaries or even a ship. 
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CAPTAIN BLACK HAMMER
The infamous Captain Black Hammer is the most 
notorious human pirate to sail the seas of Neothera, 
and it is said that he once served as a captain in the 
L’Enarousse navy. There are many stories in circulation 
about how Captain Black Hammer turned to a life of 
piracy, although the true account is said to be much 
worse than the abundance of often humorous rumours 
and tall tales that circulate the various coastal taverns 
of Neothera.

Black Hammer appears to most as a very eccentric 
gentleman on the surface, with a love for adventure 
and the finer things in life, such as wenches, good rum, 
wine, exotic food and an insatiable interest in antiques. 
But beware, for beneath this charming façade is said to 
be a very dangerous and ruthless pirate.

Black Hammer’s ship, known as ‘The Sea’s Greed’, is 
often seen anchored in Black Hammer port, however, 
when the L’Enarousse authorities are in the city 
searching for criminals, Captain Black Hammer and his 
crew retreat to the islands of the Sawtooth Shallows, 
where it is said that another pirate town has been 
constructed on the tropical islands that are scattered 
about this dangerous part of the ocean.

Only those native to this heavily-guarded island, and of 
course Captain Black Hammer and his large crew, know 
how to navigate these waters which are full of vicious 
Sawtooth Sharks and an underwater maze of jagged 
rocks that pierce the hulls of boats that crash into them. 
What treasures reside here can only be speculated upon, 
and there is only one route to and from this island.

FAITH AND WORSHIP
Sequilla, the goddess of water, is commonly worshipped 
by the inhabitants of Black Hammer Bay, being seafaring 
folk, they pray for her to ensure their journeys upon 
the waves will be pleasant, and their catch of the day 
bountiful. Much to the annoyance of the L’Enarousse, 
she is often depicted as busty maiden with blue hair, 
naked and illustrated in seductive poses.

Spiria, the god of air, is also worshipped, largely that his 
winds may be favourable to their ships, and to appease 
his mischievous and often volatile nature. Prayers are 
also offered to Signis, that his powers may make the 
adventurers of the bay wealthy and strong enough to 
fend off assaults from the neighbouring L’Enarousse, or 
any terrifying sea creatures that may crush their boats 
in the ocean.

ALLIES AND ENEMIES
Despite being accused of theft on numerous occasions 
by the Blightfoot Gunners, trade between these two 
realms is lucrative. It is believed an ‘arrangement’ has 
been made between the Liberty family and Captain 
Black Hammer that ensures trade routes from Blightfoot 
Ridge to Jerrod’s Front are not harassed by the folk of 
Black Hammer Bay.

Despite naval battles that occur on an almost daily 
basis, it is unclear why the L’Enarousse has not simply 
launched a land-based assault on Black Hammer Bay to 
put an end to the plundering once and for all. Some say 
that Captain Black Hammer holds a dark secret about 
the Marsell family, which if made public, would see 
rioting break out in Jerrod’s Front. Others say that a 
little competition on the high-seas is good for moral, 
and keeps both armies on top of their game should they 
ever need to unite and fight back a threat bigger than 
the both sides put together.

GOVERNANCE
Captain Black Hammer is the closest thing to a ‘leader’ 
this coastal city has, and his rise to infamy was due 
to the sheer amount of followers he quickly gained, 
and the cutthroat way he operated business upon the 
mainland. Despite his less than honourable reputation, 
the captain was responsible for introducing farming, a 
basic sewerage and taxation system, and a pirate code 
of conduct, the closest thing to law in the city, which 
would ensure that trials were given to criminals who 
were adamant they had been wrongly apprehended. As 
a general rule of thumb, the captain with the largest 
following in the bay is declared the pirate king or queen, 
and due to Captain Black Hammer’s payroll, or crew, 
making up over thirty-five percent of the populous in 
Black Hammer Bay, it would take a drastic change to 
have him ousted.
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BLIGHTFOOT GUNNERS
The Blightfoot Gunners hail from the city of 
Blightfoot Ridge in western Neothera and are the most 
technologically advanced realm in the mainland. ‘The 
Gunners’, as they are often called by other realms, are an 
industrious people who favour the practicalities of science 
over the use of Magik to fulfil even the most complex of 
tasks.

Being the first realm to successfully harness the power of 
steam, cog and lightning to operate mechanical devices, 
their city has become a mecca for those who would 
devote their lives to engineering. Blightfoot Ridge stands 
at the forefront of medical science, their surgeons are 
second to none and their inventors are even rumoured 
to have invented devices capable of teleportation. Whilst 
the dapper dress-sense of the Blightfoot Gunners may be 
seen as a farcical statement of pompousness by individuals 
from other realms, their technology, inventions, and 
especially their weaponry, is most certainly not!

THE WESTERN FRONTIER
Blightfoot Ridge has grown considerably in recent years 
and has now reached city-status. It is situated towards 
the eastern base of the Crag-Spine Mountains. East of 
the city lays the Far’dhoum Forest, originally occupied 
by the nature elves of Sirella before they were destroyed 
by the demonic Nightmares at the end of the first age of 
Neothera.

The climate in this region of the mainland is clement and 
rainstorms frequent the area as they travel north from 
the Na’tohrum Gheneris rainforest in the south. The 
warm and sunny summers here are a stark contrast to 
the winters which are often cold and wet. Snow storms 
batter the mountain peaks as altitudes rise and large pools 
of water are collected in the plateaus, where it is said that 
strange amphibious monsters dwell in their depths. This 
lush region of Neothera is perfect for all forms of life to 
thrive and the people of Blightfoot Ridge have flourished 
as a result.

THE CITY OF BLIGHTFOOT RIDGE
The city of Blightfoot Ridge (formerly known as Dansk 
Ridge) was founded 800 years ago when settlers travelled 
from the Great City of Netherlye in central Neothera 
in search of new frontiers. It is rumoured that Marlston 
Dansk, the leader of the expedition to the west, was 
actually fleeing the Great City, although there are no 
records to suggest why or even if there is any truth to 
this tale.

Upon arriving in the west the settlers, which comprised 
of approximately 250 men, women and children, laid 
the foundations for the brand new town, naming their 
stronghold Dansk Ridge after the man who led them to 
this slice of paradise. The area was (and is to this day) filled 
with an abundance of natural resources, such as timber, 
stone and many varieties of ore, hence the construction 
of their new frontier began quickly, with a modest sized 
settlement being constructed within a couple of years.

Nowadays, Blightfoot Ridge has all the establishments 
that you would expect to find in any reputable city; 
however, the level of technology that surpasses the 
other realms means that this mountain stronghold is a 
comfortable place to live. Quaint wooden houses with 
granite stone foundations and facades litter the green 
rolling cliff sides, many of these structures have copper 
and steel pipes and globes protruding from the walls. 
The smell of open fires, gun powder and cooked food 
wafts over the cobbled streets. Taverns and tearooms are 
plentiful in Blightfoot Ridge and inventor’s workshops 
operate almost twenty-four hours a day.

The wide streets become filled with more elaborately 
decorated dwellings as the centre of city is approached, 
and the candle lit lanterns on the outskirts of the city 
are replaced by electric lamps atop decorative wrought 
iron poles. Buskers and street traders litter the city 
centre amongst crowds of smartly dressed citizens going 
about their daily routines. At the centre of the city, sits 
the council hall, which is open to all members of the 
public throughout the year, yet its most sensitive areas 
are off limits to those not permitted to discuss intimate 
Blightfoot politics. Blightfoot Ridge also boasts colleges 
dedicated to medicine, engineering, science, the arts and 
even combat.

The founders of Dansk Ridge were blessed with a number 
of great minds who were responsible for inventing 
mechanical devices that would see the city become the 
most technologically advanced realm in the mainland. 
The advancement in technology came quickly; some 
were even suspicious of the speed that these inventors 
produced new contraptions and where their amazing 
ideas came from. 

Concerns were raised that these contraptions were the 
reason Marlston Dansk had decided to leave Netherlye, 
however these suspicions were quickly forgotten after it 
became apparent that these devices would save Blightfoot 
Ridge from an unexpected danger, the giant mountain 
trolls that were drawn to the old town with an insatiable 
appetite for any creatures that were smaller than them.
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THE LIBERTY SCHOOL OF MONSTER HUNTING
In order for the residents of Blightfoot Ridge to survive 
against the ever-increasing amount of wild trolls that 
wander the Crag-Spine Mountains, the Blightfoot 
Gunners have developed weapons to scare away and kill 
the trolls that threaten them. Those who wish to defend 
the city can even train at the monster hunting school to 
learn how to best-protect both their loved ones and their 
livelihoods.

The Liberty School of Monster Hunting was established 
by Alek Liberty in the year 1820, shortly after the giant 
troll named Blightfoot (from whence the city gained its 
named) was slain, and has grown to become the most 
famous school of its kind in the whole of Neothera. The 
school has been owned and run by the Liberty family for 
13 generations and has proved to be a vital investment in 
the safety of a city that is plagued by vicious trolls which 
roam the nearby Crag-Spine Mountains.

Towards the western edge of Blightfoot Ridge a narrow, 
winding path leads to a solitary plateau that overlooks 
the city from the granite mountainside. Two giant stone 
carvings of trolls act as supporting pillars either side of 
the ornate iron doorway that leads into the facility. When 
viewing the structure from the outside it appears to be 
built from wood and reinforced with decorated steel 
girders, the square building stands around five stories tall 
and backs directly onto the mountainside.

Public-facing activities take place inside the main hall, 
however more secretive affairs are said to take place 
within the chambers of the mountain itself. It is these 
areas that only the students of the school are permitted to 
enter. From initiation to graduation, students are taught 
techniques for slaying almost any beast imaginable. It is 
rumoured that the school even offers advanced training 
to those who are exceptionally gifted, and that the facility 
also conducts research on monster-slaying weapons and 
defensive mechanisms.

A laboratory, off-limits to anyone who is not a member 
of the Liberty family, or in their employment, is hidden 
in the mountains somewhere. The current owner of 
Blightfoot’s monster hunting school is Joseph Liberty, 
and would-be students must prove that they are worthy 
of his, and the other extremely skilled monster hunters 
teachings, if they wish to gain a place at this highly-
acclaimed establishment.

BLIGHTFOOT FASHION
The people of Blightfoot Ridge consider their dapper 
look to be the height of fashion in Neothera and this is 
largely thanks to the advanced manufacturing techniques 
and machinery which is used to create many goods in the 
city. Whilst the denizens of Blightfoot Ridge embrace 
this look, it is often ridiculed or seen as a whimsical fad 
by those from other realms.

Current Blightfoot fashion can include gowns, corsets, 
petticoats and bustles; suits with waistcoats, coats, top 
hats and spats; or military-inspired garments accented 
with several technological accessories forged from brass, 
steel, copper or gold. The colour schemes of Blightfoot 
garments most commonly consist of varying hues of 
brown, red or green, offset by copper, bronze and silver 
focal pieces such as ornate buttons or lockets and trinkets.

BLIGHTFOOT TECHNOLOGY
Magik is not learned nor used by the Blightfoot Gunners 
and instead they prefer to rely on their expertise in 
technology, the study of science, biology, chemistry and 
physics. Inventors, surgeons and hunters are also known 
to construct mechanical body enhancements, such as 
goggles to enhance vision, bionic limbs to improve 
combat performance, or other devices that are even 
capable of teleportation, or making the user invisible to 
the naked eye.

Outsiders looking to purchase weapons or devices 
designed and made by the Blightfoot Gunners will be 
expected to pay an extremely high price and training is 
often required to get the most out of a contraption, not 
forgetting to mention the acquisition and treatment of 
additional materials that are often needed to power most 
devices.

The city of Blightfoot Ridge is the first and only known 
location that has succeeded in harnessing the power of 
electricity through lightning and water turbines, without 
such contraptions it is thought that many Blightfoot 
inventions would not have come into fruition. The largest 
water turbine is situated at the base of Blacker’s Fall, 
a beautiful waterfall which is but a stone’s throw away 
from the lightning conductors placed upon a nearby hill 
that is notorious for producing fields of static electricity. 

Inventors at Blightfoot Ridge have researched the 
area and found the static fields are produced by large 
quantities of Lightning Stone that seem to litter the area. 
The Lightning Stones themselves have also proved to be 
a valuable resource in powering Blightfoot inventions 
when used correctly.
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MEDICAL ADVANCEMENT
With the advancement of ground-breaking technologies, 
it is no surprise that the people of Blightfoot Ridge also 
have access to excellent medical care. Their physicians 
are renowned as some of the best healers in the world that 
do not rely on, or incorporate Magik into their practises, 
and a certain amount of one-upmanship is always present 
when attempting to compete with their Magik using 
counterparts.

The grand library in the city of Blightfoot Ridge is 
not nearly as large as that of Jerrod’s Front, yet the 
information contained in the mass of literature, could be 
considered more advanced and up-to-date. It is here that 
most budding physicians come to study, and upon the 
battlefield, or alongside other adventurers is where they 
practise their chosen profession. It is common for those 
in the medical profession to be efficient in combat, for a 
surgeon needs to defend him or herself when out in the 
wilds hunting trolls.

FAITH AND WORSHIP
Worship does not play a major part in the culture of 
Blightfoot Ridge; however, some small churches have 
been erected by those that follow Signis, Terralapis, and 
less often Spiria. Signis, the god of lightning, is most 
prominently acknowledged for the natural resource he 
provides that powers devices and machinery.

ALLIES AND ENEMIES
Despite a rocky past, where Blightfoot technology was 
poorly copied by the L’Enarousse without consent of the 
patent owners at Blightfoot Ridge, relations between the 
two realms are favourable. These two cities have even 
gone as far as to declare themselves allies, with trade 
blooming and military matters resolved with the aid of 
both parties. With the dreadnaught-disaster of 2390, 
where demons possessed Joseph Liberty, forcing him 
to produce weapons of mass-destruction, and shipping 
them out to each major realm against his will, relations 
between other realms have started to fall into ill-repute. 
However, every effort is being made to ensure the true 
face of danger, the Nightmares, are exposed by the 
Blightfoot Gunners to those people that were affected.  

GOVERNANCE
Blightfoot Ridge has been governed by the Liberty 
family since Marlston Dansk’s death. Joseph Liberty is 
the current ruler of this mountain city, and he heads a 
council of around fifty men and women who oversee the 
daily running of Blightfoot Ridge. Due to old age and 
poor health, Joseph has passed the majority of duties 
to his son, Tennerson, and daughter, Charmaine, who 
are now responsible for running the Liberty School of 
Monster Hunting, and maintaining relations with the 
other realms of the mainland.
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FROZEN NORTH
They arrived upon the mainland, seemingly without 
warning; an army of undead soldiers who marched with 
purpose towards Fairdale, a city that had been destroyed 
after a group of Blightfoot Gunners took an infected 
woman there for aid. She died, rose again as a mindless-
one, and spread the infection throughout the entire city. 
The L’Enarousse forces fought the mindless-dead for 
weeks on end and before the army of Jerrod’s Front was 
about to retreat due to the sheer number and power of 
the vicious walking-corpses, the dead of the frozen north 
cleared the mindless-scourge from the ruins in a single 
day.

Word has reached the far corners of the mainland; the 
frozen north has awoken, and for now they seem to be 
siding with the living.

NALD
It was only a matter of time before a small number of 
hostile vampyres breached the rifts in Terminarium and 
made their way into Neothera. These creatures hunted 
the living, feasting upon their flesh and blood and thus 
turning those they infected into the mindless, walking 
dead. It is thanks to the vampyres of Nald that most of 
their hostile brothers and sisters were destroyed, quietly 
exterminating the threat without the living of Neothera 
even noticing their existence.

The city of Kjeldora in Nald is home to the vampyre 
council who absconded from Terminarium during the 
second age of Neothera. Being faeries in their former lives 
the council seeks to heal and nurture anyone afflicted 
with the curse of undeath, rallying those who have 
been ‘turned’ to their banner to fight back the horrific 
Nightmares and those that support them. Wights of any 
race that pledge allegiance to Nald are taught about the 
virtues and responsibilities that are bestowed upon them 
after their rebirth.

PRECEPT OF THE FACTION OF NALD
• To ensure the infected living are given a chance of 

rebirth through the application of Magik and/or 
science

• To nurture and teach their fellow wights in the ways 
of undeath

• To heal and maintain their physical and mental well-
being

KARTHSWORN
An elf woman afflicted with a powerful and seemingly 
incurable curse that was slowly killing her was brought 
to the frozen north by her distraught husband. Hearing 
of the power of the vampyres he braved the vicious, icy 
waves of the northern oceans, arrived in Nald and pleaded 
with the vampyres to save her at any cost. Legend states 
that the husband’s wish was fulfilled and that she became 
the first of the elves to rise from the grave as the undead 
species now known as dark elves.

Very little is known of the dark elf congress of Karthsworn, 
although it is safe to say that before they joined the ranks 
of the undead they were elves who were once very much 
alive. Having close ties with the vampyres of Nald, the 
dark elves and the wights who rally to their banner seek 
to destroy the mindless dead and anyone who promotes 
their existence.

Karthsworn is home to the dark elf congress that resides 
in the city of Nordaan, constructed in the second age 
after a number of elves and piskies were infected by 
black-hearted vampyres, and subsequently guided onto a 
path of righteousness by the council of Nald. Those loyal 
to Karthsworn are governed by the dark elf congress and 
taught how to hone their offensive physical and magical 
abilities in order to defend their fellow wights and the 
inhabitants of Neothera from the mindless dead and 
those who seek to snuff out the light of this world.

PRECEPT OF THE FACTION OF KARTHSWORN
• To destroy the mindless dead and those who incite 

them

• To prevent the infected from reanimating as the 
mindless dead

• To protect the living from the mindless dead and 
those who incite them
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FAITH AND WORSHIP
Glacilla is commonly worshiped by wights of the frozen 
north, largely due to the fact that the freezing temperatures 
monumentally slow down the decomposition of the 
undead. Similarities have been raised between the actions 
of the ice goddess when she first arrived in Neothera, and 
that of the wights, who watch from the frozen peaks, 
contemplating for eternity their new purposes in life and 
how best to use their gift of rebirth for the good of all. 
The fact that wights are able to harness demonic and dark 
energies to empower themselves is believed by many to 
be due to their inherently ‘evil’ genetics. Exactly why 
they are able to use these powers remains unknown to 
anyone not of the council of Nald or Karthsworn.

ALLIES AND ENEMIES
The L’Enarousse have officially declared an alliance with 
the wights of the frozen north due to their assistance in 
clearing the mindless-dead from the ruins of Fairdale. A 
wight outpost has also been established in the ruins in 
order for the alliance to maintain relations in a central 
area; this is the first wight stronghold ever to be built 
upon the mainland. The Arak’Char are enraged at the 
presence of wights on the mainland, and wish only to 
purge them from Neothera, believing that they are 
inherently demonic.

GOVERNANCE
Two councils rule over the frozen north; the vampyre 
council of Nald and the dark elf congress of Karthsworn. 
So secretive are the heads of the councils that only 
two have ever revealed themselves. Lord Svelthar of 
Karthsworn, a stern and power dark elf that has recently 
made several journeys to the mainland to finalise terms 
of the alliance with the L’Enarousse. His mere presence 
strikes fear into the hearts of the living that have seen 
him with their own eyes.

Lady Ikiri of Nald, a lahamia said to be the first of her 
kind, has also been sighted in the mainland distributing 
‘salvation’ to the infected living. She communicates 
through two spirits that are forever by her side, for it is 
said that upon hearing her voice the living will drop dead 
where they stand, blood pouring from every orifice in 
their bodies.
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HEMADRI
The Hemadri, sons and daughters of the god of nature, 
Haman’li, live deep in the Na’tohram Gheneris rainforest 
in the southwest region of Neothera. The Hemdari do 
not rely on technology, and instead look to the Magik 
of nature to aid and sustain them in their daily life. As 
shepherds of the rainforests, the Hemadri believe it is 
their duty to maintain the balance and preservation of 
nature and oppose any attempts to disrupt or destroy it.

Whilst predominantly following the elements of nature, 
water and earth, the Hemadri ensure that considerable 
note is made of understanding all of the elements, 
especially that of nature, for these are considered the 
building blocks of the universe, and hence all Hemadri 
believe that these are also part of the basic structure 
of themselves. The Hemadri people see themselves as 
a reflection of the universe. They study the stars and 
nature, and use the information they glean as a method of 
understanding their creator, Haman’li, and themselves.

HAMAN’LI AND THE DAWN OF THE HEMADRI
Throughout Hemadri history there have been many 
depictions of Haman’li, hence force it has become 
unclear as to his true form. It is commonly believed 
that Haman’li can take the hybrid form of any animal he 
chooses when he visits from beyond the Ethereal Realm, 
either in dreams, visions or (very rarely) in physical form. 
The god of nature is worshiped by the Hemadri not only 
as a divine being but also as a father figure.

The Hemadri believe that at Neothera’s dawn, Haman’li 
planted a seed into the earth which he took from his 
belly; this seed grew to form a giant tree known as the 
‘Life Giver’ or ‘World Tree’. It is said that this tree is the 
first and oldest tree in the world and that over time its 
seeds spread across the continents bringing forth life to 
every corner. Some Hemadri even believe that Haman’li 
is, in fact, the World Tree itself, and that he took this 
form to maintain a physical presence in the world after 
he was certain that the balance of nature was established.

Some Hemadri legends tell of Haman’li’s return from the 
Ethereal Realm, where he opened the chambers of the 
World Tree and awoke his children, the beastkin. The 
first beastkin were said to have awoken in human form 
and were granted the ability to shapeshift, and the gift 
of immortality, so that they may always remember the 
lessons their people would learn and pass them to future 
generations. Each of the six, original beastkin to emerge 
favoured the form of a specific animal native to Neothera, 
and each immortal remains the keeper and guardian of 
their chosen aspect to this day.

 NA’TOHRAM GHENERIS
The Na’tohram Gheneris rainforest is considered to 
be the birthplace of nature itself, for indeed its name 
(when roughly translated from Hemadri to the common 
tongue) reads as ‘Nature’s Birth’. This tropical rainforest 
in the southwest region of Neothera is a mysterious, 
lush landscape of dense jungle and tall canopy trees 
that harbour millions of species of wildlife and plants. 
Composed of many layers of plant life, the rainforest 
would not be complete without a bevy of enormous and 
strange trees, some of which are many thousands of years 
old.

The Na’tohram Gheneris is most commonly known by 
the other realms of Neothera for being the birthplace of 
the beastkin, the guardians of nature. The majority of the 
rainforests remain unexplored, however, the Hemadri 
know much more of this place than outsiders who often 
attempt to explore it. 

Many adventurers travel to the Na’tohram Gheneris in 
search of treasures, rare materials and often to hunt or 
capture exotic animals. Those clever or lucky enough to 
survive tell that there are countless ways to meet your 
end in the rainforest, from being eaten by wild beasts to 
being poisoned by dangerous plants.
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THE CAPITAL CITY OF ZAN’ZOULA
The Hemadri capital city of Zan’zoula is situated in the 
depths of the Na’tohram Gheneris and was founded at the 
beginning of the second age by the six original beastkin. 
A red-rock, circular mountain range surrounds the city 
which makes it extremely difficult to reach unless you 
know the narrow and dangerous paths well enough. At 
the centre of the city, the gargantuan World Tree grows 
approximately 3,000 feet into the sky. It is written in 
Hemadri lore that the roots of the World Tree grew 
so strong that they pushed aside the rock and soil that 
surrounds it and formed the mountains that would 
protect the city.

The dwellings built by the Hemadri around the World 
Tree are constructed from the same red-rock (known as 
Lumite) that forms the nearby mountain ranges. These 
buildings, which house Hemadri families, shops, places of 
worship and other establishments, are rarely taller than 
three storeys high. Hemadri dwellings are often painted 
with colourful depictions of the families favoured animals 
and have flat roofs, as rain rarely reaches the ground due 
to being caught by the leaves of the World Tree.

FAITH AND WORSHIP
The Hemadri respect the balance of nature in all 
its forms and are mindful that all of the seven, main 
elements play an equally important part in sustaining 
life on Neothera. Being the only realm who believes 
they have living proof of their creator’s existence, in 
the form of their immortal elders and the World Tree, 
the Hemadri are steadfast in their faith and worship of 
the god of nature, Haman’li. The worship of Terralapis, 
the goddess of earth and Sequilla, the goddess of water, 
is commonplace in Hemadri society, for it is impossible 
for nature to flourish without them.

ALLIES AND ENEMIES
Beastkin are a common sight in many places of the 
mainland, yet the Hemadri have never officially 
declared an alliance with any of the realms of Neothera. 
Due to the Na’tohram Gheneris being near impossible 
for outsiders to navigate without meeting an untimely 
death, the rainforest-folk do not fear incursions into 
their homeland, and therefore do not believe they would 
benefit from the protection of anyone not of their realm. 
However, when it comes to protecting nature beyond 
the rainforests, the Hemadri are often the first to step 
forward and offer their aid. The Hemadri are cautious 
of the Arak’Char, considering the ancient legends where 
Arak’almundae and Haman’li waged war, seeing much 
of the rainforest that covered the mainland destroyed.

GOVERNANCE
In the highest chambers of the World Tree the beastkin 
council can be found, led by King Rah’han, a semi-
divine being capable of shapeshifting into any creature 
he desires, yet favouring the form of a lion. The council 
are fair and kind-hearted, but their judgement of those 
who would bring nature, or the natural balance of 
Neothera into turmoil is full of wrath. The council care 
little for the affairs of the other realms unless it directly 
affects the balance of nature, and if this was the case, 
they would gladly lend aid or step into the fray should 
the need arise.

THE SIX MEMBERS OF THE HEMADRI HIGH 
COUNCIL
• Rah’lhan, King of the Hemadri: Aspect of the 

Mammal: Form of the Lion

• Serriph: Aspect of the Bird: Form of the Eagle

• Dracona: Aspect of the Reptile: Form of the 
Komodo Dragon

• Hodle: Aspect of the Amphibish: Form of the 
Golden Frog

• Siek: Aspect of the Arachnoid: Form of the Black 
Widow Spider

• Heirzor: Aspect of the Insect: Form of the Hornet
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 L’ENAROUSSE
The L’Enarousse hail from the coastal city of Jerrod’s 
Front. Situated in southern Neothera, the city itself is 
built upon sloping green hills that meander towards a 
naturally formed harbour. With a strong heritage in 
fishing and trade, and the largest naval and land based 
forces in the mainland, the L’Enarousse is arguably the 
most powerful realm in Neothera today.

Those that reside in, and defend the city of Jerrod’s Front 
do so with noble hearts and strong minds, confident that 
they would repel any attack on their city with great ease. 
Whilst the L’Enarousse are seen to be kind and reasonable 
to their friends and allies there is also an undercurrent of 
smugness about them. It is an extremely rare occasion 
that a L’Enaroussian will back down from an argument, 
regardless of if they know they are wrong, and their 
exuberant personalities tend to sway deals and debates in 
their favour when dealing with those not of their realm.

L’Enarousse knights and soldiers favour fighting with 
weapons such as swords, hammers, pikes and spears, and 
their armour consists of chainmail or plate depending on 
their status. Those that are wealthy, in the city guard, 
military or navy, will generally have access to better 
quality equipment than those who aren’t.

In 2375, the Governor of Jerrod’s Front, Philippe Marsell, 
decide to cut all ties with the Great City of Netherlye 
after King Morgan Hanstez demanded all resources were 
sent to aid their kingdom, which had apparently become 
addicted to Magik, and twisted by its overwhelming 
power. When King Hanstez’s army began to march 
upon the realms of Neothera in 2382, Philippe Marsell 
had already assembled an army of his own which would 
be ready to crush the king’s forces, should they reach 
Jerrod’s Front. Coupled with the alliance and technology 
they gain from the Blightfoot Gunners, Marsell assumed 
Hanstez’s army would be destroyed. However, their 
thirst for power, sheer desperation for resources and 
ability to wield volatile and dangerous Magik would likely 
have seen Jerrod’s Front fall to ruin. This however, did 
not come to pass as King Morgan’s army was destroyed 
when the towers dedicated to the three schools of Magik 
collapsed, destroying the city of Netherlye in a bizarre 
twist of fate.

Today, the use of Magik is becoming ever more popular 
amongst the L’Enaroussian people in Jerrod’s Front, with 
small schools appearing all over the city. Remembering 
the dark lessons of the Magik dependant citizens of 
Netherlye, only L’Enarousse citizens with a permit 
from the high court may learn, teach, or use Magik on 
L’Enarousse turf. Anyone found breaking this rule will 
be hauled before the magistrates with the majority of 
outcomes resulting in execution or exile from the city.

THE CITY OF JERROD’S FRONT
Formally known as Sea Foam Bay, the city of Jerrod’s 
Front is built on the green slopes of the southern 
countryside that lead to the natural harbour below. Most 
streets in Jerrod’s Front are generally sloped due to the 
bulk of the city being constructed on the hillside. It is 
common to see the sewerage and waste expelled from 
the buildings towards the top of the city run down the 
sloped streets where it settles amongst the houses near 
the docks. As a rule of thumb, a family’s wealth and 
success can be measured by the position of their property 
in the city, for the higher up the hillside your house is 
built, the wealthier you are likely to be, and the further 
away you are from the pestilent slop in the slums.

L’Enaroussian streets are cobbled in grey stone and 
the houses and buildings are typically timber framed. 
The frame is usually filled with wattle and daub but 
occasionally with brick. Most dwellings in Jerrod’s Front 
have some kind of shrine or altar dedicated to Sequilla, 
and households often compete to have a shrine larger 
and more elaborate than their neighbours to show their 
devotion to the goddess.

Jerrod’s Front boasts various small schools of Magik, 
numerous taverns, the largest non-elven library in the 
mainland, a number of military facilities, and being a 
location that is famous for trade you are sure to find a 
store or trader somewhere in the city that has exactly 
what you need.

THE DOCKS
The docks at Jerrod’s Front are an essential part of 
defence and prosperity for the capital city. The natural 
harbour means that the L’Enarousse have been blessed 
with an ideal location to operate their fishing businesses 
and naval activities. The majority of buildings situated at 
the docks are slum houses, warehouses, taverns, fishing 
shacks and military establishments.

During the day the dock is a hub of hardworking citizens, 
soldiers and sailors; however, when night falls only those 
looking to drink themselves into a stupor at the numerous 
taverns, or those involved in dubious activities generally 
tend to occupy this location. Whilst the area is patrolled 
by the local military, crime is still a problem in this part 
of Jerrod’s Front. Drunken sailors or soldiers that cause 
trouble will usually end up being arrested and slung in 
jail for the night, whilst smugglers and thieves are often 
brought before the magistrate for a suitable sentence to 
be extracted upon them. If you are looking for strong 
booze or exotic items then the docks of Jerrod Front is 
the place to be. Just make sure you don’t get press-ganged 
into the navy!
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MARSELL KEEP
The fortified Marsell Keep sits in the eastern quarter of 
the city and is the most well-guarded location in Jerrod’s 
Front. After a fisherman named Jerrod had successfully 
killed the giant sea-beast known as ‘The Hungerer’ that 
plagued the ocean around Jerrod’s Front, its rib cage 
was hauled in-land and used as decorative pieces inside 
the great Marsell Hall. This served as L’Enaroussian 
testament to their ability to overcome any danger, no 
matter how humongous or frightful it may be.

Marsell Keep serves as a home for the Marsell family and 
their counsel which govern the L’Enaroussian people. 
This keep is the heart of all L’Enarousse affairs from 
politics to taxes to law. Marsell Keep is a pinnacle of 
L’Enaroussian construction; however it’s elaborate, yet 
fortified appearance and build is not nearly comparable 
in beauty to the structures of the elves.

The keep is defended by well-placed towers that are 
equipped with cannons, these towers, and the rest of 
the keep are always manned by the L’Enarousse military. 
Certain sections of the keep are always open to the 
public, yet a large proportion is restricted to military and 
authorised personnel only. Some of those not permitted 
in these areas question what the Marsell family has to 
hide, however those who voice their opinions in public 
have often been hauled in front of the courts and trialled 
of treason or disappeared altogether.

FAITH AND WORSHIP
Jerrod’s Front began life as a small coastal settlement that 
relied heavily on fishing, as such, Sequilla was, and still is 
worshipped by the L’Enarousse for providing the bounty 
of the seas. The L’Enarousse quietly shuns Signis, as 
those who believe the legends of the elves take umbrage 
to Sequilla’s treatment by the god of lightning. Terralapis 
is often worshiped due to being seen as a strong figure, 
capable of crafting life from the soil, and perhaps also 
representing their stubbornness in the face of adversity.

Despite having few followers in other parts of the 
mainland, Spiria is worshipped in Jerrod’s Front as a 
jovial character that grants the boon of swift sailing, and 
representing a strength that is quite capable of toppling 
any foe the L’Enarousse face, as do their swords, spears 
and sheer strength in numbers.

ALLIES AND ENEMIES
Jerrod’s Front is renowned for its welcoming attitude 
towards newcomers, so much so, that it has become the 
trade-capital of the mainland. The L’Enarousse have few 
enemies nowadays, largely because they are considered 
the most powerful realm in the mainland, and who 
would want to be on the wrong side of the realm with 
the biggest land and naval-based forces in Neothera?!

In 2390, Philippe Marsell officially declared an alliance 
with the wights of the frozen north, due to their help in 
assisting with the Fairdale disaster; it is also now illegal to 
murder wights on L’Enarousse turf. More recently, the 
Urka and humans of Sora’Harumi in the southern realms 
have approached the L’Enarousse, and it is believed that 
the alliance of Jerrod’s Front is about to make a huge leap 
across the southern ocean.

GOVERNANCE
Unlike the Great City of Netherlye, the L’Enaroussian 
people have never declared a king or queen, believing that 
no mortal man or woman should given such a birth right. 
This is reserved for the gods alone. Instead, Jerrod’s Front 
is a democratic realm, where a new governor is elected 
once every fifty years, or sooner should polls point to 
unrest amongst the people.

The Marsell family are the jewel in the crown of the 
L’Enarousse, and despite the laws on a new governor 
being elected as time passes, this family have been in 
power for the last five hundred or so years. Philippe 
Marsell became governor of the L’Enarousse at the age of 
fourteen years old after his father died of consumption. 
Despite his young age, his wisdom was beyond his years, 
and his love for the people of his realm saw him become 
a firm favourite in almost every household in Jerrod’s 
Front. Philippe Marsell is the protector of the people 
and heads a council of twelve men and women who write 
the laws of the realm and ensure the citizens of Jerrod’s 
Front prosper and live harmoniously.
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SORA’HARUMI AND THE SOUTHERN 
REALMS
Although they have been in existence since the dawn of 
the creation of the world, the southern realms fell into 
darkness at the end of the first age of Neothera. Once 
inhabited by two of the eight houses of the elves, during 
the war with the Nightmares the region was supposedly 
lost after all contact ceased from the elves that lived 
there.

Future attempts to reach the region have all failed, 
either through a series of unfortunate events whilst 
sailing the treacherous southern seas, or simply sailing 
for months or years on end without ever sighting land. It 
was as if the entire landmass had completely disappeared 
from the face of the world, literally obliterated by the 
demons who invaded the elven strongholds that were 
said to reside there. The situation today is a different 
story altogether, sailors are reporting that land has now 
been sighted, and the inhabitants of the southern realms 
are attempting to make contact with the mainland after 
ages of solitude.

 SORA’HARUMI AND THE GOLDEN ISLE
In the centre of the southern realms lays a sprawling, 
circular city, divided into three districts by rivers that 
flow to the north, east and west coasts, meeting at its 
centre. The city is built around a huge island that sits 
in the middle of a confluence where the remnants of 
a golden craft that carried the Urka from Nethrekka 
sits nose-down, imbedded in the mountainside, mostly 
ruined and non-functional. It is here that Olkren-
Gorami, a large, white-skinned, immortal Urka resides 
alongside his council and the most highly trained 
members of the Order of the Veracious Divine.

Much of the craft that sits upon the Golden Isle has 
been salvaged to assist in the construction of buildings 
in the city, the golden stone is said to possess divine 
properties, and was native to, and abundant in 
Nethrekka. What remains of the craft on the Golden 
Isle has been built upon to form a citadel, where some 
parts of the structure resemble the technology used by 
the Blightfoot Gunners.

Dwellings in the city of Sora’Harumi are built from 
stone and wood, they are highly decorative with 
beautiful multi-tiered roofs which are often painted 
red and gold. Older structures are more notable by the 
addition of the golden stone salvaged from the craft on 
the Golden Isle that was used to build them, however as 
time passed and the stone became scarce, regular rocks 
and wood were more commonly used.

The city has all of the amenities you would expect to find 
in a place of its size, and all of the trades practised upon 
the mainland are also commonplace in Sora’Harumi. 
In terms of civilisation, the people of Sora’Harumi 
are on par with the mainland realms of the Amicita, 
L’Enarousse and even the Blightfoot Gunners; it is even 
believed that their technology surpasses them, although 
it is used sparingly in the southern realms where a fine 
balance of Magik and machinery is carefully maintained.

Magik is commonly practised and mastery of the 
elements takes little effort for those who are akin to 
spellcasting. Whether it is the worship of the so-called 
‘true gods’ or their exposure to the golden stone from 
the ruined craft that is built into the foundations of their 
city, their skill at converting the power of the seven 
elements into something far more potent is a mystery to 
anyone not of the southern realms.

ALLIES AND ENEMIES
As the southern realm begins to announce its presence 
in the mainland, many folk are becoming cautious of 
these strangers. Talk of two, new gods and even a cure 
to the plague of undeath are two very notable issues that 
will undoubtedly make them some very strong allies, 
or very jealous and hateful enemies. It is believed that 
Governor Philippe Marsell recently entered talks with a 
representative of Sora’Harumi, however the outcome of 

this meeting is presently unknown.
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THE OUTLANDERS
Beyond the walls of Sora’Harumi lay forests and sprawling 
green fields, woodlands and beautiful mountain ranges. 
The weather in the southern realms is generally 
temperate, with four distinct seasons as per the mainland, 
however, the further south one travels the colder the 
climate becomes, with snowfall common in the winter 
months. Despite the clemency in this region the lands 
are also filled with ferocious beasts and creatures that the 
inhabitants of the mainland could only imagine in their 
strangest dreams. Those who valiantly defend the city of 
Sora’Harumi from these savage monsters are known as 
the Outlanders.

There are three main clans of outlanders that consist of 
humans and Urka who prefer life outside of the city walls, 
they work alongside the city dwellers of Sora’Harumi 
to ensure peace is maintained in the southern realms. 
Although more unkempt in appearance compared to those 
who dwell in the city, and being considered somewhat 
feral in their customs and way of life, the outlanders and 
the inhabitants of Sora’Harumi have the utmost respect 
for each other and the part they both play in ensuring the 
safety of their lands.

OUTLANDER SETTLEMENTS AND TRIBES
• MAYA:Northeast of Sora’Harumi - The Brokentooth 

Tribe

• TSENDAL:Southwest of Sora’Harumi - The Black 
Scar Tribe

• DJEN’SUN:South of Sora’Harumi - The White Claw 
Tribe

GOVERNANCE
Sora’Harumi and the outlander tribes are ruled by King 
Olkren-Gorami, a towering, white-skinned, immortal 
Urka, who is the only being currently in existence to have 
witnessed the birth of the Urka on their home planet, 
Nethrekka. Olkren-Gorami states that Osirah and 
Senetsu directly communicate with him, and it is thanks 
to this that the Urka were able to leave their planet before 
the Nightmares destroyed it, and that they found a haven 
in the southern realms of Neothera.

As wise as he is old, the king of the south leads his people 
with a kind heart and strong hand. He is loved and 
respected by his people, and heads a council of strange, 
humanoid creatures with pale skin and pink eyes, known 
as the Osimi. These beings are able to see visions of the 
future, and have never been proven wrong until recent 
years, as it is said a strange corruption has begun to alter 
and twist their visions.

FAITH AND WORSHIP
The god of the sun, Osirah, and the goddess of the moon, 
Senetsu, are worshiped by the Urka and humans of the 
southern realms. This is a belief that was brought with 
the Urka from their home planet and is still a tradition 
that is very much alive to this day. Whilst the inhabitants 
of the southern realms have learned of the seven gods 
commonly worshipped upon the mainland, largely via 
news and literature brought back from covert missions, 
they believe that Osirah and Senetsu reign supreme.

The elements are believed to be easily commanded by 
those of the southern realms due to their devout worship 
of the sun and moon deities, creators of all life and even 
The Seven themselves. At the helm of maintaining and 
teaching belief in Osirah and Senetsu is the Order of the 
Veracious Divine, highly-trained individuals chosen to 
promote this religious cause by Olkren-Gorami himself. 
‘The Order’ is also responsible for implementing the law 
and commands of their king, most recently the unveiling 
of the southern realms to the mainland.

Contrary to the beliefs of some mainlanders, the 
inhabitants of the southern realms do not wish to destroy 
The Seven, or see their worshippers abandon their gods, 
however, they believe that the true gods will prevail in 
the end, and as the Nightmares begin to crush Neothera, 
it is time that faith in a higher power, more able to deal 
with the demons is brought to the mainland to protect 
the entire world.
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VULPERA: THE CRYSTAL CITY
After a wearisome journey to the eastern lands from the 
rifts that appeared in various locations across Neothera, 
the early humans arrived in the green, picturesque 
forests, south of the elven city of Faradome. Upon their 
arrival the humans encountered five beings, which they 
assumed to be native to the lands or part of another 
group of humans that also appeared through the rifts, and 
accepted them into their own tribes. As time passed, it 
was clear that the five newcomers were slowly becoming 
respected and even feared as they began to control and 
manipulate the humans.

Lucasian, Besakia, Tohmesal, Asehia and Teiak, five 
demon lords that managed to remain in Neothera after 
the war at the end of the first age, had assumed human 
forms enabling them to mingle, form friendships and 
even breed with the human refugees and their future 
generations. However, it wasn’t until many thousands of 
years later that the group’s real motives were uncovered 
and their true forms were exposed for all to see.

THE RISE OF THE VULPERANS
The early humans revered their five leaders, who 
apparently did not age and possessed strange powers 
that allowed them control and easily destroy those 
who attempted to overthrow them; this much became 
clear as animosity broke out in one of the early human 
settlements and Tohmesal singlehandedly destroyed the 
entire village as a lesson to others who would consider 
trying to oppose their five leaders. Feeling that they no 
longer had to conceal their identities the remaining four 
demon lords revealed the true extent of their power and 
confirmed the humans’ incorrect suspicions that they 
were in fact vengeful ‘divine beings’.

The five so-called deities began walking amongst the 
humans as tall, black-horned creatures, and it wasn’t long 
before human children began growing clusters of horns 
from their temples that resembled the demon lords. The 
children also started to show signs of being able to wield 
strange powers as their five masters did, and it was clear 
that the blood of the five creatures was well and truly 
embedded in the humans.

As the ages passed the humans grew more like their 
five masters and became known as the vulperans by the 
others realms of Neothera. The elves of Faradome tell 
how the lands around the city of Vulpera had changed; 
lush green forests were now tainted blue and the trees 
became crystallised, yet strangely beautiful to behold. 
Many believe this phenomenon was due to a reaction 
caused by crystals in the forests; however the elves state 
that demonic essence has tainted nature itself.

THE CRYSTAL CITY
As with all of the human settlements, the city of Vulpera 
began as a small village and reached city status after ages 
of growth. During the second age when the vulperans 
began to realise the extent of the power they had 
inherited, Magik was used to construct many buildings in 
the city. Spiralling towers and elaborate, gothic-looking 
structures became a common sight and were all tainted 
sparkling shades of blue and purple which intensified 
with age. This is how Vulpera gained its name: The 
Crystal City.

Vulpera contains all the amenities you would expect to 
find in a city of its size and stature; however, up until 
recently there were no temples dedicated to the seven 
gods and goddesses due to the devout and fearful worship 
of Lucasian, Besakia, Tohmesal, Asehia and Teiak. Schools 
of Magik and combat are common due to training for 
wars against the realms of the mainland whilst under the 
command of the five demon lords, aggravated relations 
with the Arak’Char to the south, and for another dark 
purpose that was uncovered by the elves at the beginning 
of the third age.

THE TOWER OF MIZIRA
The crystal tower of Mizira is without a doubt the tallest 
structure in Vulpera and was home to the five rulers of 
the Crystal City until their demise. The spectacular, 
gothic-looking tower was also built to house the ashes 
of deceased vulperans, and it was said that until their 
remains were brought here the spirits of the deceased 
could not be reborn into a new vulperan vessel and would 
become trapped in limbo for all eternity.

The lower levels of the tower contain crystal vessels 
where the remains of the deceased are placed; the middle 
levels are rife with magical essence and a plethora of 
alien-looking crystal structures that harness demonic 
power. The top levels of the tower were once home to 
the five leaders of the Crystal City until they met their 
demise at the hands of the elves and their people whom 
they deceived.

FAITH AND WORSHIP
Until the grip of their demonic masters was released the 
vulperans had no need, or feared to worship The Seven. 
However, this has changed and the dawning of a new era 
has seen the seven deities gain many new followers. Whilst 
they still hold their demonic and dark powers dear to 
them, now using them only to fight back the Nightmares, 
the vulperan people also worship Arak’almundae due 
to his attempts to build upon the world, allowing its 
inhabitants a comfortable way of life. Many of the beliefs 
held by the Arak’Char when drawing influence from 
Arak’almundae are also appreciated by the vulperans, yet 
in the eyes of the Arak’Char, half-demons worshipping 
their god is not a thought that sits well!
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THE FALL OF THE DEMON LORDS AND THE 
LIBERATION OF THE VULPERANS
As the second age drew to a close, the five Vulperan 
leaders ruled over their people with an iron rod and 
before long their greed, hatred and contempt for everyone 
around them made the vulperans secretly discuss plans 
for assassinating their so-called deities. Many attempts 
to topple the five leaders failed and with each loss their 
dictators seemed to grow in power.

Rather than defending against attacks from the 
Arak’Char, who believed that the half-demon vulperans 
and their masters should be eradicated before they tainted 
the lands beyond repair, the vulperans were now ordered 
to seek and destroy many of the clans in the Morrdoun 
Mountains. Trade routes to other realms were cut off and 
word spread that the five rulers of the Crystal City were 
even planning to launch an attack upon Faradome.

In one fell swoop the elves and piskies launched an attack 
upon the Tower of Mizira, where a small and secretive 
task force of Faradome’s most skilled demon hunters 
breached the tower aided by Masters Idhren and Kelvar. 
It was at this time that the Tower of Mizira’s true purpose 
was discovered, for the five rulers revealed their origins; 
they were demons of the Nightmares and the tower 
served as an instrument to open a rift that would allow 
the armies of darkness back into the world.

By breeding with the humans the demon lords were able 
to spread their taint over Neothera, and they believed that 
after opening a rift and allowing the Nightmares back 
into the lands the vulperans would be forced to assist in 
crushing the other realms. As the rift was prematurely 
torn open by the desperate demon lords the vulperan 
people gathered their forces and pushed the Nightmares 
back through the rift, assisted by the Amicita taskforce. 
Four of the five demon lords were banished and the 
vulperan forces suffered massive losses, not to mention 
the destruction of a third of their city.

Until recently it was thought Tohmesal, the most powerful 
of the five demon lords had fled back through the rift 
into the realm of the Nightmares, yet it has now been 
discovered that he is alive and well in Neothera. Stories 
are circulating that Kelvar had no choice but to trap the 
creature in a binding stone at the Caddington Estate to 
the north, after a lengthy battle that spanned thousands of 
miles into the northern mountains. Recently, Tohmesal 
escaped his bindings and is waiting until his powers are 
restored before launching an all-out attack on the world 
once again.

ALLIES AND ENEMIES
Being half-demon and under the rule of five demon lords 
has left the vulperan people with a tarnished reputation, 
despite being unable to help their origins, nor being 
responsible for the treacherous tendencies of their former 
masters. Whilst some mainlanders are sympathetic to 
the plight of the vulperans, many remain extremely 
cautious, and it is not uncommon for small groups, or 
lone vulperan travellers to be murdered when outside of 
the Crystal City by those who wish for all demonic life to 
be eradicated, regardless of their allegiances.

The Arak’Char constantly attempt to invade the Crystal 
City in a bid to wipe out the demonic-scourge, however 
these days the vulperan people rarely venture into the 
Morrdoun Mountains to seek vengeance, wishing only to 
be left in peace and for their common goal in destroying 
the Nightmares to be realised by all mainlanders. That 
said, it has sometimes been known for more intelligible 
Arak’Char to steal away vulperan children, raising them 
as Arak’Char in order to learn more about the demons, 
even to use their own kind as a weapon to destroy other 
vulperans.

GOVERNANCE
Famed in Vulpera for a deep love of her people and her 
valiant efforts in fighting back the demon lords that once 
ruled over the Crystal City, Akyrah was chosen as a 
queen by her people. In the latter part of the third age, 
Akyrah was assassinated during an Arak’Char raid upon 
the city, where their shaman used a powerful curse to 
drain the life from her body. However, this was not the 
end of Akyrah, her people adored her and grieved for her 
loss until their tears were said to have turned to blood.

In order to regain their lost queen she was resurrected 
as a lahamia, yet the circumstances surrounding the 
resurrection are vague, and some say purposely so, 
for fear of the real truth behind her reanimation being 
devastating to the vulperan people. Akyrah kept most of 
her former personality traits upon resurrecting, however 
some say that an infinite sadness can be sensed when 
staring deep into her eyes. Today she resides in the Tower 
of Mizira and rules of the Crystal City with her great 
grandchildren and a council of five vulperans devoted to 
their city and their people.
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FAITH AND WORSHIP: 
THE SEVEN

The world of Neothera is believed to have been created by 
seven gods and goddess that are known collectively as The 
Seven, beneath these gods sit a number of lesser deities, 
many of which with names long forgotten. At the dawn 
of creation these divine beings combined their essence 
to forge the world and breathe life into it, after they had 
completed their task they said to have ascended towards 
the stars and back to the Ethereal Realm, a divine place 
that rests between many different worlds.

The power of the seven gods and goddesses manifests itself 
in the form of the elements, where each deity commands 
an element they are most attuned to. Understanding the 
elements is understanding the creator gods and goddesses 
will, for one who learns to wield the power of the 
elements can learn to fully understand and even shape 
the world around them as The Seven did themselves.

The Seven are worshipped as gods and goddesses by the 
inhabitants of Neothera and it is very common to pray to 
all or a number of the seven divine beings rather than to 
just one. Loyalty to the gods and goddesses of Neothera 
does not go unnoticed and it is not unheard of for boons to 
be bestowed upon those whom the gods deem worthy. In 
fact, it is said that The Seven often declare champions to 
their cause, where an individual who shows exceptional 
dedication to an element or deity is literally empowered 
with its essence to assist in maintaining the balance of 
Neothera.

The power of the elements is strongly embedded in 
Neothera, without them the world may cease to exist. 
It is not surprising that over time the potential of the 
elements would be learned, and by combining ancient, 
arcane powers the elements could be tamed to an extent. 
The most common form of elemental mastery is the 
learning of spells, where the user can conjure blasts 
of pure elemental energy to harm their foes or weave 
enchantments; it is also common for artisans to harness 
the elements to produce items with enhanced and even 
magical properties.

The elements of The Seven are often symbolised by a 
‘mark’, where a devotee to water Magik for example, 
would bear the ‘Mark of Water’ on their clothing, 
weapon, books or perhaps as a tattoo. A mark is believed 
to offer protection from, or enhance the properties of a 
specific element, or is simply worn as a display of one’s 
faith and dedication towards their favoured deity. One 
who bears the mark of an element is sure to catch the eye 
of The Seven in some shape or form.
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ARAK’ALMUNDAE
God of Home and Hearth, The Prince in the 
Mountain

Element: Fire

Holy Sites: Volcanoes

Arak’Almundae is worshipped throughout the world of 
Neothera as the God of Fire, and is without a doubt the 
most volatile of all the seven gods and goddesses. Today, 
Arak’Almundae is believed by some to be the only god 
who remains on the mortal plains of Neothera and did 
not return to the Ethereal Realms with the six other 
deities after they finished creating the world. This is a 
belief that is largely upheld by the Arak’Char, however 
the elves of Faradome also speak of this being true. 
Whilst fire is often seen as a destructive force it is also 
one that cleanses.

LEGEND OF THE FIRE GOD
Arak’Almundae walked among the first elves, and 
worked with many of them to build their first cities. 
The god of home and hearth taught them all that he 
knew. The first elven settlements spread across the land, 
coming into contact with the Na’tohram Gheneris, the 
great rainforests of Haman’li. Haman’li fought to drive 
this encroachment back from his lands and the battles 
between these two gods destroyed much of what both 
had built. After the first war between Arak’Almundae 
and Haman’li a great winter settled in. Arak’Almundae 
gathered all of his remaining followers together to begin 
building one great city, and he would live amongst the 
elves of House Thard’or and keep the winter at bay.

After the great winter, the elves under Arak’Almundae 
began to expand once again. New settlements were 
established and groups of elves set out to explore and find 
new resources for their growing civilisation, with some 
elves settling at the edge of the Na’tohram Gheneris. 
The rainforest was rich in game and forage, and the 
settlements there became permanent, cutting down 
trees to build houses. One day a group of refugees came 
to the city of Thard’or, they were all that was left of the 
rainforest settlements. Great beasts, led by a god, had 
destroyed their houses and killed many of their people. 
Arak’Almundae gathered his armies and set out to 
destroy this threat to his people.

 Arak’Almundae led an army of elves to face Haman’li and 
his savage beasts in the Na’tohram Gheneris. During the 
battle a great blizzard suddenly separated Arak’Almundae 
from his followers; Galacilla had entered the fray. In 
the form of a terrible white dragon Galacilla set upon 
Arak’Almundae. Unable to defend himself from both 
Haman’li and Galacilla, Arak’Almundae was imprisoned 
in a block of frozen ice and cast into the underworld. 
Whilst trapped within this realm, Arak’Almundae 
formed for himself many sons and daughters out of the 
earth, and breathed his fire into them; however some of 
them took on some of the traits of Terralapis, whose earth 
they had first been cast from. With these new followers 
he built for himself a new city, deep underground.

Over time not even the underworld proved to be a 
sufficient prison for Arak’Almundae, who took the small 
kingdom he had built in the underworld and pushed it 
up to the surface. The force of this act caused a great 
upheaval around his new city, creating the Morrdoun 
Mountains.

When Arak’Almundae returned, the city of Thard’or lay 
in ruins and he saw that many of the elves had forgotten 
him, and most of them had become followers of the 
various other gods. Arak’Almundae was deeply hurt by 
this, and from this point onwards he endeavoured to have 
nothing more to do with the rest of the world, especially 
the elves. Arak’Almundae focused entirely upon his new 
city, populated solely by his creations, and so it was that 
Arak’Almundae remained ignorant of events outside his 
lands.

When the other gods tried to summon him back to the 
Ethereal Realm, Arak’Almundae resisted with all his 
might, and so, as a final act of spite the gods destroyed 
his kingdom. Seeing his beautiful city and his people 
destroyed Arak’Almundae was driven into a terrible 
rage. Fire spewed from the Morrdoun Mountains and 
Arak’Almundae hid himself away to brood and grieve.
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GLACILLA
The lady of death and renewal, patron of 
scholars, wife of Haman’li, The Serpent of 
Eternity (Originally depicted as a great serpent 
eating its own tail)

Element: Ice

Holy Sites: Snowfall and icy lakes

Glacilla, the Goddess of Ice, or Mother of Winter as she 
is also known, is celebrated during the winter months by 
the inhabitants of Neothera. Glacilla is the twin sister of 
Sequilla, and whilst Sequilla’s water provides us with an 
abundant flow of spiritual knowledge, Glacilla’s essence 
helps us freeze this knowledge so we may explore it at 
slower and more contemplative pace.

LEGEND OF THE ICE GODDESS
At first Glacilla did not come down and walk across the 
lands of Neothera like her siblings, instead she chose 
to settle upon the highest mountain peaks of the far 
north. From there she looked out across the realms and 
contemplated. Glacilla watched in bemusement as her 
sister Sequilla, time and again, was cast down from the 
heavens by Signis. She watched as the first forests and 
elven cities spread across the land. Then she watched 
as the first great battles between Arak’Almundae and 
Haman’li raged, the smoke from the great fires spreading 
even up to her lonely outlooks. Eventually Glacilla could 
watch no longer as the lands beneath her seemed to burn 
across the horizon and her perch was choked with rising 
smoke and ash.

Glacilla walked down into the forest, bringing the chill 
of the high peaks down with her. Ice and snow smothered 
the fires. Glacilla walked across the desolate wasteland 
that had been the great forests and the first cities. Within 
the plains of ash, she found a figure hunched over what 
seemed to be a small twig sticking up out of the ground. 
Glacilla walked over to investigate, and the figure 
announced himself to be Haman’li. He said that he was 
nurturing what life was in these lands, pointing to the 
small sapling he was tending.

To Glacilla the lands had looked dead entirely, so 
Haman’li offered that she could accompany him on his 
work. Glacilla agreed and watched as Haman’li walked 
between scattered shrubs and surviving blades of grass, 
showing Glacilla small enduring plants and animals that 
she would never have found herself. Haman’li spoke of 
how one day this whole land would be green and living 
again, and Glacilla thought back to the lifeless, lonely 
lands of her home. She thought that perhaps, if Haman’li 
could coax life into this blasted wasteland, then perhaps 
he could also bring life to her domain as well. Haman’li 
agreed, and for a time he and Glacilla worked together 
to bring what life they could to the frozen places of the 
world.

Away from his domain, Haman’li had limited success, but 
soon enough, even the frozen peaks and the icy north had 
become home to new plants and animals. Haman’li and 
Glacilla grew closer and fell in love. They were married 
together by Signis in view of the other gods. Glacilla left 
her frozen home to dwell with Haman’li in the great 
forests. So it was that the great winter settled across 
the realms. The forests stopped growing; the animals 
retreated and became lethargic. Glacilla could not help 
it, where she went winter followed and Haman’li did not 
love her less for it, though it pained him greatly to see its 
effect on his lands.

Eventually Glacilla could no longer bear to see her 
husband in such pain, and so she endeavoured to run away 
back to the north so that she could do no more harm. For 
a long time she sat once again on her lonely perch and 
looked out across the realms. She watched winter retreat 
from the forest, she watched as the land turned green 
again, and although she wept for her parting from her 
love, she also smiled for once again his forests bloomed.
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HAMAN’LI
God of the Harvest, Husband of Galacilla, 
Rival to Arak’Almundae

Element: Nature

Holy Sites: Places of natural beauty

Haman’li is the God of Nature and represents life in 
its purest form. Although his main followers are the 
Hemadri there are many others that worship Haman’li 
through their love and belief in the powerful force of 
creation. Hemadri lore states that all life on Neothera 
was borne from the World Tree, which grew from a seed 
that Haman’li planted in Terralapis’ soil. The seed was 
nourished by Sequilla, and as the World Tree flourished, 
so did all life on the mortal plain. Those that follow the 
God of Nature must first accept and believe in the first 
passage of his will: “Nature gives and nature takes away. 
Nature can be tamed but never contained. Nature can be 
cultivated but in the end its will cannot be bent. Nature 
loves and nature destroys.”

LEGEND OF THE NATURE GOD
Haman’li grew the first forests and raised and nurtured 
many of the animals that lived within them; and it wasn’t 
long before he came into conflict with Arak’Almundae. 
At the edges of the rainforest, Arak’Almundae had 
begun to cut down many of the great trees, using them 
to build his first settlements for his followers and allies. 
Haman’li was enraged by this, and at night he began to 
leave the Na’tohram Gheneris and enter the fire god’s 
settlements, where calling upon the aid of the plants and 
animals of the rainforest, he would tear down all that 
Arak’Almundae had built. Vines and roots would grow 
through the buildings and drag them down, while great 
beasts would run amok through the streets.

At first believing this to simply be the nature of the 
Na’tohram Gheneris, Arak’Almundae decided to burn 
the forests back away from the settlements, his fires 
roaring and spreading from tree to tree. Haman’li 
and  Arak’Almundae battled day and night as the first 
forests burned around them. Eventually, unable to best 
one another, Arak’Almundae returned to his cities and 
Haman’li back to the heart of the rainforest to lick his 
wounds.

When time passed and Arak’Almundae did not return, 
Haman’li set out to repair the damage done during 
the fight. It was while he was nurturing life back into 
the burned lands that he was approached by a quiet, 
thoughtful goddess who called herself Glacilla. For aiding 
Haman’li in quelling some of the forest fires that were 
still burning, Haman’li agreed to accompany her to her 
realms where he would help to coax life into those lands 
as well. Eventually Haman’li and Glacilla fell in love and 
Haman’li asked Signis, as king of the gods, to marry 
them together.

Glacilla came to live with Haman’li in the heart of 
the rainforest, however where Glacilla went, so did 
snow and ice. A terrible winter swept across the lands 
and Haman’li could only watch as the denizens of the 
rainforest suffered under the terrible cold. Forced to 
choose between his creations and his wife, Haman’li 
could not send his love away, however when Glacilla left 
he did not try and follow. Haman’li stayed within his 
rainforests, and winter faded into the first spring.

Eventually, Arak’Almundae’s followers returned, 
ravaging his rainforests, hacking apart trees and 
slaughtering his animals. Haman’li himself emerged to 
face then and smashed apart their nearest buildings and 
monuments. Before long, Arak’Almundae arrived and 
another great battle between the gods began. On one side 
stood Haman’li, and with him were many of the great 
beasts of the rainforest, elves who followed his teachings, 
along with the awakened spirits of nature given forms in 
wood and vine. Finally came the forest-born, Hamam’li’s 
newest wards, they were few in number, six to be precise, 
taken early from the world tree like the first few apples 
on a tree ripe before the others.

Arrayed against the followers of nature were the legions 
of the fire god; Arak’Almundae, the golden prince stood 
at their helm, shining like a beacon and leading the way 
for his army. His forces were made up of elves who had 
pledged themselves to him and who had followed him out 
of the city of Thard’or in great numbers.

The battle had only just begun, but already the carnage 
was horrendous. The first of the forest born were 
terrifying to behold, rending the fire god’s followers 
limb from limb with ease, but even they were nothing 
compared to Haman’li and Arak’Almundae. The gods 
fought each other to a standstill, but while they could 
barely harm each other, almost everything and everyone 
caught up around them was destroyed. Suddenly a great 
blizzard froze the battlefield, and from it emerged a great 
white dragon. While Haman’li fought Arak’Almundae, 
the dragon reared up behind the golden prince, and 
encased him within a great prison of ice, then, the dragon 
disappeared and in its place stood Glacilla.

Glacilla and Haman’li brought the captured 
Arak’Almundae to Teralapis and begged her to keep him 
contained within the underworld to which Terralapis 
agreed. Upon returning to the battlefield, Haman’li 
and Galacilla were confronted with a large number of 
frozen elves. Haman’li was in favour of sending them 
to the underworld to be with their master, but Glacilla 
asked him to show compassion. She told him of all that 
she had seen of these elves while she was watching over 
the realms, of their similarity to both Haman’li’s beloved 
beasts, but also to the gods themselves. Haman’li relented 
and allowed the elves to be set free.
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Now that Glacilla was back, once again winter had 
returned to the lands, but Haman’li realised that he could 
not bear to be parted from her again, yet nor could he 
subject the forest to an endless winter. Haman’li offered 
to live with her in the frozen north, but Glacilla said she 
could not bear to take him away from his forests and their 
inhabitants any more that she could bear to be without 
him.

Glacilla decided on a plan. She would spend half the year 
with Haman’li in the forest, even though for this time 
the rainforests would freeze and the animals sleep. She 
would spend the other half of each year back in the frozen 
north, while Haman’li would use that time to return 
life and growth to the forest. And so the first cycle of 
summer and winter began.

With Arak’Almundae gone, many of his followers suffered 
greatly, and remembering what Glacilla had said of them, 
Haman’li could not help but pity them. Haman’li decided 
he would help them, and so he walked forth amongst the 
elves and taught them how to live sustainably off the land. 
Most of the elves adopted many of his teachings, most 
even abandoned their cities altogether and came to live 
amongst the beasts within the Na’tohram Gheneris and 
Far’dhoum forest, where they built a new homes, more 
in keeping with Haman’li’s teachings.

 

SEQUILLA
The Water Serpent

Element: Water

Holy Sites: Lakes and the mouths of 
rivers

In modern times, Sequilla has many followers as her 
associations are with cleaning and curing ailments such 
as infections, diseases and even plagues. According to 
some legends, Sequilla created the seas, rivers, lakes and 
streams: The water of life that would cleanse and nourish 
the world.

Sequilla is often depicted in a human form, having long, 
blue hair and flowing robes, and wielding a bow and 
arrows. The L’Enarousse strongly believes that water is 
created upon the location where her arrows land and this 
is how much of the water on Neothera was created.

As with all of the gods of Neothera there are two 
sides to Sequilla, the first being linked to passion and 
revitalization, cleansing both the body and mind, and the 
second being her wrath, for as the sea can be unforgiving 
and dangerous so can the goddess’ temperament.

LEGEND OF THE WATER GODDESS
During the young years of the world, Spira sent his winds 
to whisper in Sequilla’s ear and tell her of the many great 
wonders, both real and imagined, that the other gods had 
made. This caused the greedy Sequilla to set forth and 
claim these prizes for herself, sneaking up into Signis’ 
realm sending her waters over the land causing many 
great floods. Sequilla was quickly spotted by Signis, 
who with an angry bellow that could be heard across the 
world, charged down the invading serpent.

With his greatsword, Signis hacked the beast into pieces 
(a small inconvenience for a goddess) and hurled the great 
snake’s body from the heavens, banishing it back to the 
seas. However, much of the serpent’s body did not land 
back in the sea, landing instead upon the land. Seeing 
this, Signis hurled his great lightning bolts down upon 
Neothera. Fleeing from Signis’ fury, Sequilla formed 
the pieces of her body back into great watery serpents, 
slithering their way back towards the sea, and so the 
great rivers of Neothera were born. Even to this day, 
the treacherous whispers of Spira still sometimes tempt 
Sequilla to leave her seas to trespass into the realms of the 
other gods, frequently again incurring the thunderous 
wrath of Signis.
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SIGNIS
King amongst gods, God of Wealth, Kingship 
and Law

Element: Lightning

Holy Sites: Areas struck by lightning

The God of Lightning, Signis, is often associated with 
imagination, energy and speed, for a single spark can 
quickly lead to big and often great things. Signis has close 
ties with Arak’almundae, and his older twin brother, 
Spiria, for these three elements complement and provoke 
each other to manifest physically, and sometimes with 
deadly consequences. Whilst Signis’ power is not openly 
worshiped by them, the engineers of the Blightfoot 
Gunners often give a modest nod to him when utilising 
the power his element in their work.

LEGEND OF THE LIGHTNING GOD
Signis was the first amongst the gods, who stepped 
forwards amongst his six siblings to rule them. At first 
all was well, Signis established a strict hierarchy amongst 
The Seven, each with their own domains, enforced by his 
might. Only Spiria defied these rulings, scornful of being 
ruled by his younger brother.

Signis himself ascended to the highest perch above the 
lands of Neothera. He was said to be sitting on the steps 
to the Ethereal Realm, both to guard it and to keep 
watch across the realms. Eventually the spite of Spiria 
manifested, as he tried to spread his discontent amongst 
the other gods. Whilst most gods held Signis in high 
regard, Spiria found an ally in Sequilla. The beautiful 
water-goddess was vain and foolish, and Spiria’s honeyed 
words played on her pride and convinced her that it was 
she, and not Signis who should rule.

Spurred on by Spiria’s words, Sequilla rose up from the 
seas as a great serpent, and began to slither and sneak 
her way up towards Signis’ realm. Signis hacked the 
great serpent into an uncountable number of pieces and 
flung them all back down to the world as the first great 
rain storm. Looking back across the realms Signis saw 
that some pieces of Sequilla, rather than flowing back to 
her domain in the oceans, were instead reforming back 
into a number of great serpents. Angered by Sequilla’s 
continued defiance, Signis brought forth his lightning 
bolts and hurled them down upon the lands, driving the 
last water serpents back into the sea.

This great battle has repeated itself many times. Spiria 
sends his winds to whisper his encouragement to Sequilla, 
Sequilla again challenges Signis and is cut apart and cast 
down from the skies, and Signis drives his opponent back 
to the sea with his lighting. For many years, Sequilla and 
Spiria kept Signis blind to all else with their continual 
rebellions, and so without Signis to watch over them, the 
realms fell into disarray.

 

SPIRIA
The Trickster, God of Travellers

Element: Air

Holy Sites: None

Spiria, the God of Air is the eldest twin brother to Signis, 
the God of Lightning. Always present yet rarely seen, 
Spiria is the most unpredictable of The Seven. Some who 
follow Spiria’s teachings consider that the element of air 
is playful, soothing, inspiring and life giving, yet also 
very destructive. It is common for sailors to offer prayers 
to Spiria, that his mighty winds may propel their vessels 
across the oceans of Neothera.

LEGEND OF THE AIR GOD
Spiria loves nothing more than to cause strife amongst 
the house of his brother, Signis. The favour of Spiria was 
seen as being fickle, and he cared little for anything or 
anyone, as such he had no temples and few followers. 
Travellers would perform small sacrifices to him before 
long journeys in the hopes that they would gain his brief 
favour, or at the very least, that he would leave them 
alone.

A common pastime of Spira’s is the causing of strife 
amongst his siblings, The Seven, most notably his efforts 
to coax Sequilla into transgressing against Signis. It was 
also said by some that the winds of Spiria could snatch up 
the souls of the dead so that they would lose their way 
from ever finding the underworld or the Ethereal Realm. 
When the storm winds blew, the first elves would seek 
shelter, knowing that whatever mischief Spiria was 
causing, it was best to be out of the way.
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TERRALAPIS
Goddess of the Underworld

Element: Earth

Holy Sites: Natural caves and caverns

In this day and age, denizens of Neothera pray to 
Terralapis, the Goddess of Earth, to bring them patience 
and stability. As the eldest of the Seven, Terralapis is 
seen as a nurturing figure, where other elements, such as 
nature and water could not sustain themselves if it were 
not for the Earth Mother’s power. The earth element 
seeks to draw all things together with it in order to bring 
harmony, rootedness and stability. Other attributes of 
the earth element include ambition, stubbornness and 
responsibility.

LEGEND OF THE EARTH GODDESS
To the first elves and men the underworld was seen as 
a beautiful and bountiful land hidden deep beneath the 
earth of Neothera. Ancient burial traditions saw the 
bodies of the dead being interred within natural caves 
so that their souls could easily find their way to the 
underworld.

Terralapis herself was seen as an ancient old woman, with 
a deeply wrinkled face. She was a kindly goddess, who 
willingly gave up the treasures of the earth to those who 
would seek them; however her main duties were the care 
of the dead. Terralapis was said to have created a great 
and beautiful dwelling for them deep beneath the earth, 
where the spirits of the dead could rest and contemplate 
for all eternity, however this legend contradicts the more 
modern and widely believed theory that all souls pass to 
the Ethereal Realm (situated in an astral plane) when they 
die to sit beside the gods.

After the war between Arak’Almundae and Haman’li, 
which scarred the earth and was said to have sent a great 
many souls to the underworld, Terralapis agreed to keep 
Arak’Almundae locked within her realm, not to punish 
him, but to keep him, the other gods, and all living 
things on the surface safe. Terralapis did not object when 
Arak’Almundae formed his new creations from her earth, 
deciding that she would rather suffer that pain than to 
stop Arak’Almundae from performing his calling. After 
Arak’Almundae escaped, Terralapis welcomed several 
of Arak’Almundae’s creations back into the underworld 
where many of them are said to help her care for the souls 
of the dead.
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